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FOREWORD
I CAN CLEARLY remember getting my hands and eyes on my first Beach Boys LP
cover. It was in the summer of 1963 and I was a six-year old California boy who closely
watched my two older sisters every fascinating teenage move. They’d excitedly come home
and slapped this very electric sounding record on our parent’s hi-fi. As the soaring voices,
driving guitars and thumping drums filled the room, I fondled the shiny new album cover.
On it, under the words Surfin’ U.S.A. there was a guy barely balanced on a slippery surfboard that was literally free-falling down the side of a gargantuan wall of water. I felt sorry
for him. He looked to be seconds away from certain death. But somehow that shocking image perfectly matched the dramatic, burbling, Fender guitar sound pouring out of our teninch speakers. A shocking image, a sensational sound, my sisters were dancing around like
maniacs... this was rock and roll.
$ That day, in the midst of one of my life’s most blissful moments, I turned the cover over
and saw those faces for the very first time. Brian, Dennis, Carl, Mike and David... even
then they seemed familiar. I would come to admire all of them, idolize some of them,
meet all of them... and even become friends with a couple of them. But that day in 1963 I
just listened and looked at that essential piece of cardboard... the LP cover. Through the
years The Beach Boys LP covers became something of a sacrament to me. While the incredible music created the soundscape of youth, it was those covers that held the secrets.
The covers had the color, the vibes, the names, the dates, the facts, the smiles, the fashion,
the intensity, and most of all they celebrated the FUN!!! Surfer Girl, All Summer Long, Concert, Party!, Pet Sounds and all the others... classics... treasures... old friends... new discoveries. I love to look them over, now, as I did as a six-year old with two wild teenage sisters
dancing away nearby. All the fun, and all the timeless energy is still in these covers... and in
this written work.
$ What Malcolm has done here is fantastic. I keep telling him he should turn it into a
book. I’d be first in line to buy it. The way he’s researched and broken down the various
elements of each cover, each era, and each chapter tells an incredibly compelling story.
v

$ This work is a gift to The Beach Boys fans, and an important document of The Beach
Boys history. Every time I see these images I fall into the sounds, the moment, the memories, and the discovery. Each time I look at them I learn something new. I would never
have guessed that I might someday travel The Beach Boys related path I have from that
moment in 1963 to now... but this work is one stop along the way I’m very happy to make.
$ To Malcolm... Thanks for the memories, and for the new perspective!! I’ll be waiting patiently for the hardback version.
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Los Angeles, CA.
November 2006
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PREFACE

$ It’s worth noting to one and to all that the text within these pages was initially written
almost ten years ago now, back in 2006/07, when I launched the concept of reviewing all
of The Beach Boys album covers as a website - a seemingly popular and well-received one
at that. Nevertheless, times have moved on, the boys may have gotten slightly older, as
have we all, but I still kinda liked the general idea behind this. So much so that I’ve subsequently decided to update the presentation of the work in question, developing it into the
variation you are now sitting before, eyes glued at the screen (or the print, if you’ve been
so bold as to print it all oﬀ)... hopefully with anticipation.
$ However, be warned, I may have updated the appearance of the project, and maybe made
it a tad more glossy, but, to date, the text has remained virtually the same and is presented
to you in it’s original form, give or take the occasional addition or correction. I guess that’s
the beauty of presenting it in this way, as a PDF file, as, when a revision does take place in
the future, if indeed it does, then I can simply update the file, and re-share the PDF. Simples...
$ In the meantime, and until I can get the many other writing ideas and projects I have
swirling around in my tiny mind out of the way... enjoy this one. And if you enjoy reading it
as much as I enjoyed writing it... yadda yadda yadda...
It’s been a long ol’ ride...
2016
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INTRODUCTION

TO THE CASUAL OBSERVER,
and indeed to the casual music buyer, the
album cover, or CD cover if you will, quite
possibly holds little pleasure. It is there for
one purpose, and one purpose only… to
stop the everyday dust and grime of the
modern world ruining the simple pleasures
of the audio delight. To these unfortunate
souls the design work, the intricate layout,
the glossy photographic images has little
meaning beyond that. And I for one find
that sad. I cannot understand that some
people, quite often genuinely nice people
at that, can find little satisfaction in the
12”x 12” cardboard record sleeve that so
neatly houses their expensive purchase.
Do they not realize the sweat and labour
that probably went into the thought behind the delicate artwork? The endless
hours spent hunched over tiny photographic negatives and the arduous weeks
utilized discussing the diﬀering styles of
text for the all-too important sleeve notes
featured on the rear? Have these people no
soul? No heart? Oh no, no, no. Possibly
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not, and yet ‘tis sad to say, for I too was
once one of those misguided, unenlightened wanderers. I too failed to relish the
importance of the swirling color schemes,
the production credits and the intricate
placing of the dreaded barcode…
If my mind once again reaches back into
the swirling mists of my youth, when my
shorts were always that little bit too baggy,
the girls were simply there to have their
pig-tails pulled, and Jimi Hendrix was to
be found setting alight to his axe at Monterey. Not that I was there you understand,
no parent in their own right would allow
their six-year old child to parade around
the Californian peninsular alongside a few
thousand enlightened spirits, many of
whom were deemed out of their frazzled
minds, bathing in the beauty of mid-sixties
musicianship - especially, those landlocked
in the eastern counties of a chilly United
Kingdom. A shame, but my parents meant
well. Anyway, pulling my thoughts back on

track… where was I? Oh yes, the wonder
years of my youth.
$ I remember that my first purchases of
the musical variety were often influenced
by the simplicity of both the marketing
and the music itself. The mid-to-late 60’s
sounds that were sweeping through the industry were not for me back then. The vib r a n t i n t e r- c h a n g i n g r h y t h m s a n d
feedback-influences of Hendrix, Clapton,
Townshend, Barrett and company meant
little to my innocent mind, and even the
recent experimental meanderings of those
acknowledged tunesmiths, Lennon and
McCartney, failed to alter my all-too simplistic visions - whilst the packaging that
represented their endless hours of studio
toil indicated either too many hours
locked in a darkened room - or an upturned tin of freshly mixed Dulux paint.
To my then-uninitiated way of thinking,
the cover that protected my valuable vinyl
delights need do no more than to oﬀer me
up a picture, an image of those who made
the grooves on the record talk to me. I
wanted clear pictures, smiling faces, no
frills and no fancy coloring, thank you very
much. And my first long-playing record offered me exactly that …
$ The debut album from that madcap,
swinging TV sensation The Monkees was
simplicity in the highest order, and I loved
x

it. The music was nothing more than good
clean fun (and it still is…), and the record
sleeve stuck to the same principals. Legend would have us believe that the photograph featured on the album front cover
was hastily snapped during a five-minute
break in the groups chaotic filming schedule for their top-rated comedy TV series
(with woolen-hatted Mike Nesmith clearly
counting oﬀ the final few seconds), but
boy, that was good enough for me. I could
now clearly put a face to all four group
members (although thinking about it, with
hindsight, I saw them on TV every week
anyway…) and I studied that picture hard.
I looked at Davy, I looked at Micky, I
looked at Peter and, yes, I looked at Mike.
I’ve no idea why but I did, and that made
me happy. Try telling that to the fanatical
followers of Cream, The Moody Blues,
Pink Floyd, The Grateful Dead. They just
had weird paintings and fuzzy images to
look at.
The first time I listened to a record of
The Beach Boys came about a number of
years after these early musical wanderings.
Following on from my love of The Monkees came brief sojourns with such teenage
sensations as The Partridge Family, The Osmond Brothers (along with their noticeably attractive sister), Mud, The Rubettes…
all of whom made a short visit into my
small musical world, and whilst many had

subsequently been discarded by the next in
line my interest in the sleeve designs still
held little fascination to me (although I
must confess that I was duly impressed
with the fold-out, cardboard Rubettes
peaked cap that came free inside their deluxe gatefold sleeve). Then, like a bolt of
lightning shooting across the sky. It hit
me.
$ MID-1974. Over four decades back in
time. It was probably a hot August morning. The sun was streaming through the
living-room windows, the trees were green,
the birds were singing... and I was on
school summer break. Mindlessly passing
the days in a joyful concoction of endless
fun, fun and yet more fun. Along with a certain sense of youthful exuberance and inquisitiveness.
$ The day had started oﬀ pretty much as
yesterday had, and the day before, and
e ven the one before that. Nothing
planned. Just the average summertime ideals for a thirteen-year-old kid. Breakfast
first, throw on some jeans and a tee-shirt,
then hang around in the sunshine until my
best friend, Jon surfaced. He only lived
down the road, it shouldn’t take him too
long. Just a quick breakfast, have a wash,
decide which tank-top to put on - subject
to mood. Things were that simple back
then. Or so it seemed...
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$ My elder sister had left the house early
that morning and so I virtually had the
place to myself. We’d had an argument the
evening before and she’d banged my forehead against the coﬀee table in the living
room, hence her hastened exit. She had no
wish whatsoever to talk to me, and that
was just fine as far as I was concerned. It
was just a brother and sister thing, but the
bruised, throbbing lump above my right
eye was the remaining evidence. A deep
mauve in color, and deeper still when prodded, although I don’t believe the table sustained any notable damage. Nevertheless, I
chose to avoid the self-inflicted additional
pain and instead chose to seek revenge by
way of drawing over the posters tastelessly
tacked to her bedroom wall. There were
dozens of them, randomly sprinkled from
carpet to ceiling, creating a garish rainbow
of 1970’s nausea, and so the actual choice
of selected graﬃti took a considerable
amount of time. After all, revenge was an
important matter to me back then. However, once completed, the Bay City Rollers
looked noticeably far, far better for it. The
mustaches, the beards, the eye patches.
Anyway, so it was that I found myself
browsing around her bedroom early that
day. Y’know how it is, inquisitive younger
brothers an’ all that. Curiosity, a subliminal
need for understanding, nosiness, call it
what you will, but at one stage I started

casually flicking through her record collection. For what is was worth. Aimlessly passing over such titles by Guys‘n’Dolls, David
Cassidy, The Jackson Five, Cliﬀord T.
Ward, the dreaded Bay City Rollers... Purposely bending the corners on her New
Seekers covers. Hey, wait a minute... what
was this??
$ I pulled out a particular record sleeve
that had momentarily caught my attention
and looked closely at it. A typically cheap
1970’s re-issue package stared back at me,
multi-colored and somewhat tacky graphics highlighting, if I remember correctly
(and how could I forget?), the image of a
surfer. An image that must have seemed a
million and one light years away from
where I now stood, pale-skinned in a
sleepy English town, albeit a sunny one. In
truth, the whole scenario pictured must
have meant very little to me at that particular moment in time. How naive I was. I
was pretty damn hot on my homemade
skateboard. Those customized roller-skate
wheels used to burn up the tarmac, yes...
but actual surfing? With water?? And wet
water at that??
$ I thought I vaguely recognized the name
of the group, displayed so artfully on the
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cover - The Beach Boys - and I sort of
knew a couple of their songs...
$ “Bar-bar-bar Bar-barbara Ann...”
$ ...that was one of them I think, but hey,
we weren’t talking either Donny or Davy
here, were we?? Still, something must have
appealed to me that morning as I held the
record in my hands. Maybe it was the actual title on the sleeve, All Summer Long. It
sounded pretty cool. Maybe it had something to do with the sun, still streaming
through the windows, highlighting some
sort of subconscious link between summer,
sun and childhood fun. Then again, maybe
not. Of course, it may simply have been
that nothing else in my dear sister’s pathetic record collection was worthy of any
attention... unless of course, I lay all of the
shiny black discs out in the direct stream
of blinding sunlight, and then lay alongside, patiently waiting for the vinyl edges
to curl up in the heat. That could be fun.
$ Nevertheless, for whatever reason, five
minutes later I was sat in front of the family music centre, a glorious chrome-edged,
zero horse-powered Fidelity unit (top of
the range stuﬀ I was foolishly led to believe), and as the needle went down, set-

tling comfortably between the charcoalblackness of the grooves, and the first striking notes of “I Get Around” rang through
my head, my eyes widened. I moved closer,
I cranked up the volume... I had arrived.
$ “I’m gettin’ bugged drivin’ up and down the
same ol’ strip. I gotta find a new place where the
kids are hip...”
Whoah!!! I must have played that
cheapo Music For Pleasure oﬀering four or
five times in a row, back to back, one after
another. Once the final chords of the closing track, “Don’t Back Down”, had faded
away, with that amazing falsetto wailing
away into the darkness, it was back to the
start again, and again... and again. After
what seemed like an eternity, but was
probably no more than an hour or so, my
friend Jon casually strolled in. Not bad for
someone who lived no more than fifty
yards away. He’d skipped breakfast, thankfully had a wash, and chosen his mauve and
white striped tank-top that day. His mood
was good and he looked pretty cool, or so
he led me to believe. He was immediately
forced to sit down next to me and subsequently made to listen intently to my new
discovery...
“Listen...” I told him. “This’ll blow your
mind!”
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$ He liked what he heard, but the excitement that shone around my face, lighting
it up, didn’t quite register with him. Not at
the same level anyway. But I guess that
dress sense wasn’t everything. And so it
was that I was alone. Alone with my discovery. Bursting to tell the world, and share
with everyone the joy I had found, but
alas, it would be four or five whole weeks
until I’d see the rest of my friends again.
Four or five whole weeks until the summer
break was over. At least twenty-eight entire days before I could credibly hold my
head up amongst the Bowie-freaks and
Zep-heads. When, yes, I could proudly say
I was a... uhmmm, yes, a... A BEACHNUT!
$ I don’t have that first MFP LP anymore.
I wish I could say I did. For posterity’s
sake as much as anything else, the one that
started it all oﬀ. Recent years has seen me
track down another copy of it, a fullyfledged signed edition at that, simply so I
can acknowledge in my own memory that
fateful day, with the rear of the sleeve featuring a black and white photograph of the
‘boys’, all wearing their striped shirts. I
guess I would have spent a rather lengthy
period of time staring closely at this picture. Maybe I was looking for a sign or
something? A secret symbol from one of

them that only I would understand. It
would be my initiation into a world I was
so looking forward to walking into. A
world of discovery. Possibly it would come
from the one with the beard, he looked
like a figure of authority. Was he Brian? I
had found out that Brian was the leader
but I’d no idea
what he looked
like. And which
ones were his
brothers? How
cool was that? A
group of suntanned brothers
singing about
this visionar y
land. Was one of
them
the
chubby faced
one with the
clinical side parting? The roughlooking one
with the dark hair? How about the funny
one with the squashed face? And who had
the noticeably square-jaw line? I had to
find out. Imagine my despair when I found
out that there actually SIX Beach Boys to
put faces to! Who was this Beach Boy
‘Bruce’ guy? And where did he fit into the
equation? Who was missing on all of those
group photographs? And why…? So many
xiv

questions. I had to know more before I
could truly boast of my new claim, I had to
HEAR more. I had to find out more. My
sister wasn’t going to be much use. I really
don’t know what tempted her to buy the
album in the first place, it just wasn’t her.
She was at that teeny-bop stage, plain and
simple,
all
dressed up in tartan. And besides
that, there was
the added fact
that she wasn’t
actually talking
to me at the moment.
S o m ething to do with
the parrot I had
scribbled onto
Les McKeown’s
shoulder she had
muttered. I was
well and truly on
my own.
$ Three days later I headed in to town. The
sun was still shining and the trees were still
green. And I meant business. If ever there
was a man with a mission... then I was that
man. My first purchase was The Best Of The
Beach Boys Volume Two, on EMI cassette
tape. The Boots record department had
sold out of Volume One, but I didn’t care,
that could come next week, subject to

pocket money. Expense meant nothing to
me in my quest to free myself from my
landlocked ignorance. However, I can vividly recall wondering at the time why the
counter assistant gave me such an understanding look as I marched up to the desk,
all four feet six inches of me, leaving my father standing at the store entrance with a
bewildering look upon his face, emptied
my bulging pockets of rattling loose
change, sending the coins spinning in all
directions, and demanded...
$ “Some Beach Boys please...”
$ Did she know something that I didn’t at
that time? Had she seen it all before??
.....
$ SO WHEN WAS IT that the importance of the record sleeve began to break
down the barrier that for so long I had unintentionally held up before me? Sadly, I
cannot put an exact date to it, but it was in
no doubt due to my ongoing discovery of
all things Beach Boys related that I began
to recognize how vital it was to read each
and every damn word on each and every offering. It may have been the increasing desire for more knowledge with which the
glossy photographs no longer held that
level of importance. After all, as long as I
could learn who did what, and who played
what, then maybe I didn’t really need to
xv

see their faces anymore. And, yes, maybe
the mystical image of the defeated warrior
on horseback (as featured on the majestic
Surf ’s Up album cover) was rather appealing
to me now that I had graduated into ‘art’
classes at high school. After all, I felt confident discussing the merits of such a striking image alongside those of Gaugin,
Monet and Peter Blake. Heck, I guess I
was growing up, whether I wanted to or
not…
$ Seeing that I had joined The Beach Boys
‘circle’ somewhat later than many others
(those who insist on calling themselves the
‘original’ fans) I didn’t purchase the albums
in the order with which they were initially
released. It was a time when most were
still in vinyl circulation and I simply
picked them up as I went along, finding
the occasional gem hidden amongst the
dusty record racks, mixed in with other
masterpieces and long-overlooked conceptions by the likes of The Beatles, Bread,
The Bee Gees, The Byrds, Jackson Browne
and yes, even next to the scream-inducing,
parrot-shouldering Bay City Rollers. Nevertheless, as the time and the years went on,
and the collection start to grow into the
mammoth proportions any Beach Boys
completist must endure, I soon began to
develop my own personal favorites…

$ For me Sunflower, from 1970, was and always will be the definitive Beach Boys album. Truly great music, a wonderful sleeve
design complete with a series of original,
well thought out photographic images… it
all blends together into the one complete
package. Sure, Pet Sounds is a masterpiece
of sheer musical delights, Brian Wilson’s
greatest creative work without doubt. But
the record sleeve? What was going on
there? Yes, the relevance of the petting corner at San Diego Zoo may hold a slight
connection but c’mon guys, this was supposedly the answer to Rubber Soul after all.
Surf ’s Up oﬀers mysticism and tragedy, All
Summer Long suggests eternal fun in the
sum-sum-summertime, Friends brings forth
images of tranquillity and calmness… and
even Summer In Paradise acknowledges exactly what the title suggests. But to balance out the good, we seem to have to
tread warily amongst the not-so-good.
$ Carl And The Passions, in my opinion, is an
amazingly powerful, raw musical album unforgivably let down by the weak front
cover artwork. Likewise the 1969 oﬀering
20/20, whilst Holland, Summer Days (And
Summer Nights!!) and The Beach Boys Today!
can hardly hold themselves up as important artifacts of cover design. SMiLE, and
even Smiley Smile, had originality and a
sense of credibility, 15 Big Ones and The
Beach Boys (1985) had neither …
xvi

$ And so, we come around to this project
you are currently reading. A fan’s detailed
thoughts, opinions and reviews of the
forty or so album sleeves that have graced
the 33 1/3 rpm record releases of The Beach
Boys, since their debut album hit the shelving back in the fall/autumn of 1962. Yes,
they are MY opinions and they may not sit
comfortably with others out there, those
who think that the Dean Torrence multicolored graphical interpretation that was
the Love You album sleeve looks pretty cool
stuck up on the wall (although having been
in contact with Dean during research for
this project I now understand where the
concept originates from – apologies for my
initial judgement, Dean). But everyone is
entitled to air their views and whilst I acknowledge that fact, and would not put
anyone down for it, I would in return hope
that some of my opinions would likewise
be accepted amongst The Beach Boys collectors and admirers around this small
world we live in. Additionally, who knows,
there just may be that tiny bit of useful information hidden amongst these pages
that, to date, had lain undiscovered or forgotten about for many, many years. And
THAT fact alone will make it all worthwhile …
.....
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Note: Fully updated credits can be found at the end of Part 3
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2016 Update

British-born Malcolm C Searles has
held his fascination and love of The
Beach Boys ongoing for over forty
years now, with no sign of giving up
on them yet. “I regret not being there,
in the real time, when they first appeared on the scene ten years previously” he muses today, “but I’m happy
with my lot…”.
In addition to the Californian quintet/
sextet (call it what you will) he keenly
follows other headlining bands as well
and recently had his first book published – “Bread: A Sweet Surrender
(The Musical Journey of David Gates,
James Griffin & Co.)” – via Helter Skelter Publishing, with similar projects
hopefully to follow soon.
He currently resides in Essex, located
twenty five miles to the north east of
central London, with his wife and children – but the sunkissed shores of the
great Pacific ocean are never far from
his mind.
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SURFIN’ IS THE ONLY LIFE
THE ONLY WAY FOR ME...

1

Surfin’ Safari (Wilson/Love)
County Fair (Wilson/Usher)
Ten Little Indians (Wilson/Usher)
Chug-A-Lug (Wilson/Love/Usher)

Surfin’ Safari
Released on Capitol Records (T-1808)
October 1st 1962
Produced by Nick Venet
(uncredited production by Brian Wilson
with Murry Wilson)
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 32
Sleeve photography: Kenneth Veeder
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Little Miss America (Catalano/Alpert)
409 (Wilson/Love/Usher)
Surfin’ (Wilson/Love)

Heads You Win, Tails I Lose (Wilson/Usher)
Summertime Blues (Cochran/Capehart)
Cuckoo Clock (Wilson/Usher)
Moon Dawg (Weaver)
The Shift (Wilson/Love)

THE DEBUT ALBUM,
released in the fall of 1962, introduced
their early, raw surfin’ sound to a world still
coming to terms with the new ‘rock ‘n’ roll’
music of the previous decade. Two singles
released under the new banner of The
Beach Boys had secured an early audience
20

with the youth population of America,
with “Surfin’” reaching a high of #75 on
the national charts (released on both the
Candix and X labels) and the subsequent
follow-up, “Surfin’ Safari” b/w “409” (the
debut 45 for Capitol), climbing to an impressive #14 position.

$ For the subsequent album release, titled
after the then-recent hit single, Capitol Records A&R man and producer Nick Venet
and the five-piece
band, comprising of
Brian, Carl and Dennis Wilson, cousin
M i ke L o v e a n d
neighbor David
Marks, headed for
Pa r a d i s e C o v e ,
Ma l i b u , i n t h e
North Bay area, seventeen miles north
of Santa Monica, to
shoot the album
cover under the
watchful camera
lens of seasoned
photographer Kenneth Veeder.

natra), and so the five inexperienced youngsters must have been in enthusiastic mood
that sunny day as the sand kicked about beneath their feet.

$ Apparently, they
rented an old truck
from a local beach
contractor named Cal y p s o Jo e , d r a p e d
palm fronds over the
roof and rear and, according to legend,
even airbrushed out
the “Cal y pso Joe”
logo from the side of
the bright yellow vehicle (although this
does seem unlikely).
Finally, barefoot and
decked out in matching white pants and
$ Ve e d e r h i m s e l f
checked Pendleton
had a considerable
shirts, they tucked a
A 1962 Paradise, Californian style...
track record when it
single surfboard uncame to supplying the photographs for alder their arms and posed for several shots
bum cover artwork having previously
on the sand. According to rhythm guitarist
worked with such acknowledged performDavid Marks, when questioned by this
ers as Nat ‘King’ Cole and June Christy,
author in May of 2005;
most recently racking up a Top 30 credit
$ “Nick Venet saw the guy with the truck
on the Nat ‘King’ Cole Sings / George Shearing
on Hollywood Boulevard, pulled him over
Plays album during May of 1962 (and he
and asked if he wanted to make $50. He folwould later put his name on legendary allowed us to Paradise Cove with the Capibums by both Ella Fitzgerald and Frank Si21
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TWO LITTLE

As a nice footnote to this saga
played out for the camera lens, in
at least two of the pictures from
the beach sessions, including the
actual cover itself, two young
children can be seen clearly
playing in the surf behind the
truck (above), enjoying the
breaking waves and presumably
unaware of the photograph shoot
being undertaken on the beach.
Where are they now, we wonder?
Are they aware of their
prominence in music history …

RECOMMENDED
READING!
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tol photographer, who lined us up and we took a bunch of
photos with the hopes that one of them would be used as
the album cover. The surfboard was borrowed from Lois
Moratta, and her brother Louie still had it up until he died a
few months ago, I don't know where it is now…” (note: the
board later resurfaced on display at the L.A.-based Grammy
museum, although it has since been acknowledged that the
board did, in fact, belong to Dennis).
$ Although David Marks recalls it being Nick Venet who
'found' the truck used for the shoot, according to former
Capitol Art Director, Edward Thrasher, again in conversation with this author (shortly before his death), it was he
who first saw it parked along Hollywood Boulevard and utilized it for the session. Ed later worked extensively with the
group on their 1970's albums for Warner Brothers...
Perhaps unsurprisingly, a number of photo shoots were
organized around this early period of the groups career, the
majority of which featured the five Pendleton-clad group
members firmly clutching the obligatory surfboard, although
the majority of the pictures which saw an oﬃcial publication
seem to be the results of two particular sessions. The earliest of which, specific date unknown, resulted in the cover
for the “Surfin’ Safari” 45 (released in June of that year) and
was apparently studio-based, whilst the latter session, held
at Paradise Cove, resulted in the debut album cover and also
that of the poorly received “Ten Little Indians” single release and the 1963 Surfer Girl album cover. The easiest way
of telling the diﬀerence between the shoots is that on the
former the boys are wearing blue jeans and carry a red
board, whilst for the beach shoot they are decked out, as previously mentioned, in white pants and carrying the white
board with the blue central stripe.
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With the eldest cousin leading the way
three of the group, Mike, David and Dennis, splash out into the surf (Dennis, having discarded his Pendleton shirt, races
fast pace through the lapping waves
breaking on the sand) whilst brother
Brian, unnaturally wary of the power of
the ocean, holds back on the shoreline,
timidly watching as his fellow Beach
Boys undertake their natural, exuberant
desires.
$ For some indeed, the surf was up …
$ For the rear layout of the album sleeve
photographer Ken Veeder followed the
boys back into the Capitol Records recording studios sometime during August
and September 1962 and snapped a series
of pictures as the group rehearsed, and
recorded their music. Of those chosen to
appear on the finished sleeve Brian can
be clearly seen in the main shot oﬀering
up instructions to his band mates as to
the individual vocal harmonies, whilst the
accompanying images portray the boys
with their chosen instruments. Dennis,
long-blond fringe flailing around his
tanned young face, pounding away behind his drum kit, David and Carl supplying guitar duties on the rhythm and bass
respectively (even at this early stage 15
year-old Carl was demonstrating his musical dexterity) whilst Brian is also shown
driving the bass groove. Finally, and somewhat bizarrely, with over forty years of

$ Additional outtakes from this latter
photo session feature a number of gloriously unrehearsed, candid shots, five
young men (barely out of the ‘boy’ stage)
casually relaxing in the golden California
sunshine, either sitting on the beach chatting, seemingly unaware of the intruding
camera lens, shooting the breeze and
kicking around the fine sand as they
await further ‘pose’ instructions or alternatively, as one, leaping out of their
palm-laden ‘woodie’, captured in mid-air,
as they seemingly head for the breaking
waves just out of view (with Dennis, naturally, clasping the surfboard to heart…).
Their positions around the truck vary,
with Carl and David both taking turns
riding in the back, however, one particular picture, taken with the gift only a
natural photographer would possess, offers up a diﬀering story altogether.
$

hindsight, Mike is pictured plucking away
at the guitar as well .

rect vocal pitch, whilst a bouﬀant-styled
Venet, casually dressed in short-sleeved
shirt and whites, watches on. Perhaps,
most interestingly, in one of the many
other surviving images from this recording
and photographic session, Venet is revealed joining the band around the microphone, and also as an additional guitar
player, thus confirming a quote from the
Capitol executive (in conversation with
the Australian author and Beach Boys historian Stephen McParland during 1977)
that he potentially did add extra uncredited instrumentation to the sessions (along
with the distinctive howling sound eﬀects
on “Moon Dawg”). Others reported to
have been present during the debut album
recording sessions, but not featured in any
of Veeder’s stills, were Brian’s songwriting

$ Further images from this reel of film also
show a barefooted Mike undertaking his
limited honking sax duties, a stomping
DW dancing around the studio with an unknown blonde* (reportedly the girlfriend
of either Nick Venet or his brother, Steve),
and then there is David himself, almost
wincing with the eﬀorts to oﬀer up the cor*Note: Subject to much discussion, it has since been
confirmed that the blonde in question was not Andrea Carlo, David’s aunt, who was also in attendance for one recording session, supplying the female vocals on “County Fair”.
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friend and co-composer Gary Usher, Jerry
Capehart, former manager of the late Eddie Cochran and co-writer of “Summertime Blues” and, subject to diﬀering report
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sources, Derry Weaver, lead guitarist for
The Gamblers and composer of the aforementioned “Moon Dawg”. However,
Nick Venet often indicated that the latter’s name appears solely on the A.F.M.
contract by way of him obtaining further
payments via deception. As noted, no
photographic evidence exists …
The style of the text, particularly on
the front sleeve, sits in nicely with the
chosen pictures, with the earthly shades
of the blue and green coloring standing
out clearly against the Californian skyline and yet whilst the rear sleeve justifiably oﬀers up an explanation to the landlocked souls of America as to the definition of surfing as a sport the large and notably poorly drawn cartoon of the overladen woodie wagon seems rather unnecessary. A novel idea, yes, but taking up almost a quarter of the rear cover ? The
sleeve notes themselves, heavy in text,
prominently feature above the five studio
photographs, oﬀering up the standard introduction to each group member (bearing in mind that, to the majority of the
United States and beyond, the five-piece
was still relatively unknown), noting
along the way that Mike was the lone
composer of “Surfin’” and that Dennis
sings and plays the drums, in acknowledgement to his lead vocal duties on “Little Miss America”. Rather strangely, the
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uncredited sleeve notes, possibly written
by Venet or one of his team, also suggest
that father and manager, Murry Wilson
(a long-time songwriter) can also be regarded as a member of the group, oﬀering up the potential notion that Murry
himself had the final word as to the content of the finished cover …

“LET’S GO SURFIN’ NOW, EVERYBODY’S LEARNIN’ HOW...”
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Capitol Records original 1962 cover slick
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courtesy of Scott Paton
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WE’RE LOADING UP OUR WOODIE...
“All I need is a big
surfboard and a piano...”

Dennis Wilson

Above: Louis Marotta (rear)
with Bob Staﬀord’s son,
Brian, next in line (1985)
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DESPITE DAVID’S recollections (see previous chapter) that the iconic
surfboard in these images belonged to Wilson family friend Lois Marotta, it is now
generally accepted that the board was actually owned by Dennis. However, sometime in the 1970s, Dennis gave the board
to his close friend Louis Marotta,
Lois’s brother, who lived
across the street from
them in Hawthorne,
California. Apparently, the Wilson
family often called
on Louis when
they needed favors
or odd jobs done
and, in fact, he was
also name-checked on
their debut album in the
lyrics of song “Chug-A-Lug”
“Louie’s lookin’ out the rear window...”
$ Marotta kept the board in the rafters of
his garage until 1985, at which time he
gifted it to his close friend Bob Staﬀord,
who in turn passed it onto his son Brian.
$ In 2012 the surfboard became the key focal point of the year-long exhibit - Good Vibrations: 50 Years Of The Beach Boys - located
at the Grammy Museum in L.A where it
was insured for $200,000.
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$ When the actual board is compared side
by side with the photos on the album covers (it also appeared on the front slick of
the Surfer Girl album, the following year),
every little detail matches exactly. The
only real diﬀerence is that the board is no
longer just the familiar yellowish-white; it
has colored and darkened even more
over the ensuing decades.
$The surfboard is just over 9
feet long, 21 inches wide
a n d a p p r o x i m a te l y 3
inches thick, with a 12
inch tall fin, which is 12
inches wide at the base.
It weighs approximately
25 pounds. The surf shop
decal measures 3.25 inches
x 2.5 inches. The board has
never been restored and it has
the normal wear and tear, as you
might expect, considering it has had over
50 years of use, riding the warm waters oﬀ
the California coastline. There are some
scratches, dings and paint chips all over, as
well as some additional wear at the nose,
but overall the surfboard is still in remarkable condition.
$ Dennis Wilson would undoubtedly be
thrilled that his beloved board still gives
pleasure after all of these years...
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SURFIN’ USA

INSIDE OUTSIDE USA

2

SURFIN’ USA

Surfin’ USA (Berry/Wilson)
Farmer’s Daughter (Wilson/Love)
Misirlou (Roubanis/Wise/Leeds/Russell)
Stoked (Wilson)
Lonely Sea (Wilson/Usher)
Shut Down (Wilson/Christian)

Released on Capitol Records
(ST-2027) March 27th 1963
Produced by Nick Venet
(uncredited production by Brian
Wilson)
Highest U.S. Chart Position : 2

Noble Surfer (Wilson/Love)
Honky Tonk (Doggett/Scott/Butler/Sheper/Glover)
Lana (Wilson)
Surf Jam (Wilson)
Let’s Go Trippin’ (Dale)
Finders Keepers (Wilson/Love)

Front Sleeve Photography:
John Severson
Rear Sleeve Photography: Kenneth
Veeder
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Top Photograph: Jon Severson, alongside
Max Lim, ride the wild surf at Makaha.

$

BYTHE TIME OF RELEASE

for The Beach Boys second album, titled
once again after the then-current hit single, Capitol Records were visibly pushing
the group as the number one exponents of
“surf music”, despite the fact that the true
surfers who spent their days on the Califor33

nia coastline viewed the group with little
respect, preferring to follow the ripping,
driving staccato-influenced instrumentals
of Dick Dale and his peer group. Nevertheless, to Capitol Records, it was The Beach
Boys who took the new surfing sound and
oﬀered it out to worldwide, eager audi-

ence... and what better way to publicize
this money-spinning awareness to the
west-coast sport than to have, featured
prominently on the cover of their top acts
new album, a full color picture of a surfer
in action, dwarfed by the mighty power of
an enormous twenty-foot wave breaking
above his head? Gone was the simplicity of
a group photograph, five skinny youngsters
huddled together around each other on
the beach, this striking new image showed
the almighty strength the ocean had to offer and the bravery of every true surfer, riding his board in, shooting the curl …

Established surf photographer, John Severson (above), supplied the amazing picture
that graced the cover of the Surfin’ USA album. Taken out at Sunset Beach, situated
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on the North Shore of Oahu, three years
earlier, during the winter month of January
1960, this shot had been intended as the
cover picture to Severson’s widely acknowledged ‘bible of surfing’, Surfer magazine
but, so the story goes, during the fourcolor separation process one of the negatives was damaged and so never appeared
in print. Later, presumably at the request
of Capitol Records, looking for such an image to use for the sleeve on the new Beach
Boys LP, Severson fixed the damaged negative as best as possible and sold the picture
on to the label where it went on to sell far
more copies than had it appeared on the
glossy cover of Surfer magazine. And the
subject matter of the picture? A local
surfer, Leslie Williams, hailing from Santa
Monica, who had been riding the waves oﬀ
the California coast since the finish of the
second world war and subsequently, during
the surfing revival boom of the 1950’s, had
been credited as one of the lead exponents
in cutting back into the wave and developing a new style of board-riding that many
of today’s surfers still recognize.
According to Williams; “That year had
the smallest big waves seen on the North
Shore. Outside the picture, and some 40
yards to my left, was Ricky Grigg, and
some others, and if you have ever been at
Sunset on a west swell then you know how
much the wave can shift sideways as it

comes in. I was sitting on the side
of the channel when that wave
came in, and even today Ricky
regrets his not being in position to catch the ‘set’ wave …”
Looking at the cover now, it
would still be amazingly diﬃcult to find an album sleeve
that portrays such a striking
and powerful ima ge. The
deep blue of the sea conveys
the depth and density of the
monster breaker whilst the
white, showering spray that
shoots oﬀ the lid of the wave
bursts a gainst the nearperfect skyline. The eye however is almost instantly
drawn to the small outline of
Williams as he fights to keep
his board on-line, nearly overwhelmed by the sheer size of
his surroundings. The style
and colorings of the chosen
fonts also remain incredibly
strong when in contrast to the
many diﬀering shades of blue.
The album title, Surfin’ USA,
oﬀers the only other sign of colouration on the entire sleeve,
bar the tonal skin colorings of
Williams himself, with the large
bright yellow lettering sitting
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nicely alongside the clean white style utilized to spell out the groups name and the
gentle pale blue that oﬀers up Capitol’s legendary promotional phrase (below). As was
the popular design back in the 1960’s the
full song selection also features on the
front cover, although once again, neatly appearing in white lettering, it oﬀers a pleasing comparison to the deep blue of the Pacific Ocean.$
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Unfortunately, the rear of the album differs little from that of its predecessor, even
going to the extent of using black and
white photographs taken during the same
1962 photo shoots. The group picture utilzed here, taken at Paradise Cove, features
the quintet caught oﬀ guard, with Mike
casually perched on the edge of the surfboard, David looking out to sea behind him,
and both Brian and Carl leaning against
the side of the yellow wagon. Dennis,
meanwhile, wonders what’s under the
hood and is captured, back to camera, with
his fingers tinkering amongst the greasy engine bolts. The individual pictures, taken
during the Capitol Records recording sessions for the debut album simply show
close-ups of each group member, although
interestingly Brian’s picture appears to
have had the negative reversed, with his
bass guitar strap now hanging oﬀ his right
shoulder and his hair sweeping across from
right to left. A mistake or a more balanced
perception?
The introductory text, again heavy on
the current surfing ‘lingo’ and complete
with the obligatory explanations for the unknowing (i.e. “toes on the nose” and a
“good set of heavies”) reeks of Capitol’s exploitation and commercialism, suggesting
that the boys started the surf craze “where
the nearest thing to surf is maybe the froth
on a chocolate shake!”, whilst perhaps
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David, at a mere 14 years of age, comes oﬀ
with the best recognition … “he’s no gremlin!”
Reading through the lines it’s clearly evident that father and manager, Murry Wilson, had little to do with compiling these
notes because, almost without doubt, no
young upstart would ever upstage his boys.

$ And another point of interest;
$ John Severson, the legendary photographer of the memorable 1960 Sunset Beach
image, actually had some musical product
credited under his own name, such was his
established status within the surfing fraternity of the early 1960’s. However, by his
own admission in conversation with this
author, the album in question, Sunset Surf
(Capitol Records T/ST-1915), was merely a
release issued with his support, and he had
nothing else to do with the actual recording of the music or the release of it.
Amongst the session musicians providing

the surf-orientated tunes (“Murphy’s Grey
Wet-Suit” “Surfing Baja” “Easy Surf ” “Waimea Bay” “Goofy-Foot Glen” et al) was guitarist Glen Campbell, famed for his brief
tenure as Brian Wilson’s bass-playing touring replacement during 1965 and, more
prominently, latter-day Rhinestone Cowboy. Presumably the afore-mentioned
“Goofy-Foot Glen” was a tongue-in-cheek
tribute to the Arkansas axeman, whilst the
equally infectious “Quigg Rides Again” was
more than likely a tribute to Joe Quigg,
creator of the lightweight, adaptable surfboards from this period. Arrangements on

The first issue of ‘Surfer’ magazine
from 1960 and a 1963 edition,
featuring one of Severson’s paintings
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the album were by Jimmie Haskell and the
production credits were aﬀorded to Nick
Venet, whilst the simplistic but eﬀective
sleeve design kudos (below) went to Capitol art designer Ed Thrasher, who was also
one of the three surfer images captured on
the front sleeve …
Below: One of the many LPs issued to cash
in on the west coast surfin’ craze of ’63

JOHN SEVERSON 1933-2017

“The surfers call him noble
and that’s just what he is”

“He’s dedicated to
the mighty sea”
38

Above: Sunset Beach, 1960, with a rare left and right break. Photograph by John Severson
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A TH I N G O R T WO 2

THE NOBLE SURFER
In Conversation with Leslie Williams

by Malcolm C. Searles
THE FOLLOWING CONVERSATION
took place during January and February of
2003. Retired by that point in his life, but
still surfing and spending much of his time
either on the beaches around California or
assisting in promoting the sport, Les was
most willing to answer the series of questions I put to him and he helped me to portray the image of the ‘surfer’s lifestyle’ in
my mind far clearer than I could every
have imagined …
.....
MS : Firstly, can you oﬀer a brief insight
into your early years, growing up in postwar southern California? And when did
you start surfing ?
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LW : Although I moved to California at age
13, I didn’t ride a wave until the following year,
1945, and then became a confirmed surf advocate the next year. I progressed from paddleboards to ‘solid’ boards, and then ‘light’ boards in
the period through 1951. The fact that this was a
so-called post-war period had no relevance to
most at the beach, except that previous
servicemen/surfers were returning to the water.
Crowds were not a problem, can you imagine
only nine people out at Malibu and another ten
or so on the beach! It really was the best of both
worlds!
MS : Did your love of the sport develop
into a ‘way of life’ for you as it did for so
many others ?

LW : Up until I retired some years ago surfing
always was, and is, an avocation. It is important to understand the diﬀerence between an
avocation and a vocation. For me, surfing has
always been an avocation, something I wanted
to do. So many people have dropped out of the
sport after twenty years or so. I guess that would
be called ‘burn out’. The crowds nowadays are
troubling and impinge on the way I like to surf,
but others are suﬀering the same problem.

along they were easier to turn, but because they
were so wide it was not possible to really dip a
rail. For me, the Quigg boards, although originally designed for women, gave me the ability to
sink a rail and turn with speed. Truthfully, it
was fun to turn near someone so that the wash
oﬀ the bottom of the board would sprinkle on
them. Other people were to build on the cutback
theme and to add a vertical dimension to the
sport. The previous boards could be aimed down,
and across, the wave. Adding the ability to turn
at the top of the wave, dive down the face, and
throw a hard bottom turn is so much better fun!
MS : What are your personal recollections
of the surfing ‘scene’ from the 1950’s and
early 1960’s … the social aspect, the music
and the clothing?

MS : I recently uncovered an on-line article which described you as “the innovator
of the cutback”. Did you develop your own
style or was it simply just a case of friends
and companions learning together?

LW : As you may remember, the 1950’s saw the
birth of the surf flicks. They occupied our social
aspect. Except for rather rare parties people were
very tame and except for the soundtracks on the
surf flicks music was not a big thing. When the
surf was down out would come the ukuleles and
the guitars. The clothing we wore then was
dominated by Levi’s and t-shirts, and the big
item of surf wear were trunks from Linns Hawaiian Sportswear in Waikiki …

LW : In regards to the development of the cutback it came about through my exposure to Joe
Quigg’s boards. Previously surfers could turn
their boards so that they were parallel to the water. Then the first light Simmons boards came

MS : To many early 1960’s surfers real “surf
music” was epitomized by the instrumental rhythms of Dick Dale and his peers,
whilst the more commercial oﬀerings from
The Beach Boys and Jan & Dean were dis-

Les and Buzzy Trent at Makaha during the
late 1950’s
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missed as “Hollywood interpretations”. Do
you think that the music styles were ever
really relevant to the true followers of the
sport? Did they hold any interest to you
and your friends?
LW : As is obvious above, the commercial music
had little impact on the ‘real’ surfing folks. I for
one have never been, or would never go, to a
Dick Dale presentation. He came from the Huntingdon Beach area, and there were a lot of ‘phonies’ or wanna-be’s around there. A lot of good
dedicated surfers but not the type to party-hardy
and embrace the Dick Dale thing. Some ten plus
years ago I went to a Beach Boys concert, but for
the express purpose of attempting to get their
autograph on “my” picture. Sadly, only Bruce
Johnston was good enough to sign-oﬀ on it. I did
attend two more Beach Boys concerts at the Los
Angeles Coliseum but these were in conjunction
with my annual season tickets to USC football. I
cannot contribute to your question about Jan
and Dean as I never tried to listen to their music
interpretation. As I said earlier the music created away from the beach did not turn me on, as
perhaps it did with the wanna-be’s trying to connect with our sport.
.....
MS : How did you feel when your picture
appeared on the million-selling 1963 Beach
Boys Surfin’ USA album? Were you even
aware that John Severson had supplied the
picture to Capitol Records at that time?
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LW : I had no knowledge of that picture until
some three years later (the picture was taken in
1960). My wife and I bought into our home in
Dana Point in the spring of 1963, and whilst
shopping for an appliance at a discount store
near our old residence I came across The Beach
Boys album with my picture on it. It was not until January of 1964 that Severson told me what
had happened and he oﬀered me copies of the galley proof. You can see the flaw in the picture (damaged during the negative separation process) by
looking at my right knee and lower leg. As I say,
40 yards to my left was Ricky Grigg and some
others, and even today he regrets his not being in
position to catch the ‘set’ wave.

Ricky Grigg at Sunset (1959)
MS : Was Sunset Beach, where the acclaimed Surfin’ USA photograph was taken,
one of your personal favorite locations for
finding the ‘perfect wave’? And how did it
rate amongst the many other favored surfing spots?

LW : Strange you should ask about Sunset
Beach. I doubt I have surfed there more than fifteen times. In 1943 some few people were surfing
the North Shore sparsely, then Dicky Cross died
in a close out set at Waimea. After that the only
person surfing the North Shore, on occasion, was
George Downing, because his mother lived up
there. In November of 1953 George talked
Buzzy Trent, Bob Simmons, Woody Brown and
I to go to Sunset and ride it. Woody Brown
wouldn’t go out because he was with Dicky
Cross in the 1943 incident at Waimea. A small
group of people from the California Coast had
tried Sunset the previous year, but our group
was the one that really opened up Sunset Beach
as a surf spot. My all-time favorite? Makaha! I
have spent two surf seasons living there and
have told my daughter I want half my ashes distributed at Makaha. Certainly I have high regard for the Ventura Overhead, which was our
training ground for our Hawaii experience. Another favorite place is Majors Bay on Kauai, because it is like a somewhat deeper-bottomed
Makaha.
MS : What were your impressions when
Hollywood jumped onto the commerciality of California, firstly with Gidget, followed by the inane series of low-budget
‘beach’ movies starring the somewhat
bland, clean-cut pairing of Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon? Did you feel it
made a mockery of the original beach cul-
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ture or was it simply harmless opportunism?
LW : Way back in 1958 I met Cliﬀ Robertson at
Malibu when he was checking out the scene for
his leading role in “Gidget”. I don't think he
weighed 150 pounds, but he seemed like a genuine person. I refused to go to the ‘cattle-call’ for
extra’s for the movie as I was an engineer, had a
crew-cut hairstyle, and wore horn-rimmed
glasses. I was one of the hottest surfers then, but
realized that the movie folks were looking for
non-traditional people for the movie extra’s. By
the way, do you realize that the Sandra Dee surfing sequences were doubled by Mickey Munoz in
a woman’s bathing suit and a blonde wig! None
of us took the spin-oﬀs too seriously until Malibu
started to get invaded by the Valley group, San
Fernando Valley wanna-be’s, after the faux surfing movies came out. I would not say it made a
mockery of the beach culture. Did we have any?
But it did sorely change public perception. That
latter thing caused some of us to form the USSA
(United States Surfing Association) to demonstrate a more positive image of the sport. I do not
want to denigrate the Hollywood actors, as some
of them were very fine surfers, and did not try to
force their screen backgrounds on us. Some of
these good people included Jim Arness, Jackie
Coogan, Dick Jaeckel and Peter Lawford …
MS : What of the surfing culture today?
How do you view the sport, the popularity
and the huge industry it has become?

LW : Although the big manufacturers are pushing their products hard, the possibility of a
surfer making it big are quite remote. One can
think of the parallel to a super basketball talent
making it into the NBA … very remote. Do not
forget I mentioned the real presence of ‘burn out’
in an earlier response. My life has always been
self-directed to my occupation as an engineer
first and a surfing avocation second. This is not
to say I did not compete a lot earlier, actually I
have won eight of the seventeen Amateur National Championships I have entered, and received second place in five of them. My daughter
spent a little time on the Pro circuit but the financial payouts were so minor she eventually
dropped oﬀ the circuit. I suppose there is a surfing culture out there, but it certainly seems to appeal to the wanna-be’s.

the co-authors of their 50th Anniversary book.
Also for the past five years my wife and I have
put out the yearly SANO newsletter. I don’t
lack for things to do ‘out of the water’.
MS : And finally, those favored surfing
spots … are they still the same as when you
began to surf all those years ago?
LW : Because of the crowds most of my favorite
surf spots are not as much fun as when I first
started surfing them. Actually, there are a number of spots that were unsurfed before I rode
there. The sport is still fun and in truth sometimes I can intimidate people to back out of my
wave. As I said earlier, Makaha is still my favorite place, but one has to be practical, do not surf
before 9 or after 3 on a school day, the young
have no respect for established surfers!

MS : Do you still get the chance to visit
the beach yourself regularly?
LW : Are you kidding?! I am retired, but still go
to the beach every morning, Monday through
Friday. I really don’t need the increased crowds
on the weekends. If there is anything wrong
with my present demeanor it is that I have become real ‘picky’ about going out in the summer
crowds. Now that I am on a diﬀerent time schedule than when I was working I pace myself differently. There is a still lot to do. I am an honorary member of two surf clubs and help each
when I can. I am also on the Board of Directors
of the San Onofre Surfing Club and was one of
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Editors Note:
Leslie Williams passed away in July 2007
Rest easy, my friend.

“IF EVERYBODY HAD AN
OCEAN ACROSS THE U.S.A...”

Left: Ricky Grigg also made the
cover of ‘Surfer’ magazine
during 1962 but who came
out best in the long run?
Below: A fascinating collection
of John Severson’s
amazing photography
(The Surfer’s Journal 2004)

“...THEN EVERYBODY’D BE
SURFIN’ LIKE CALIFORN-I-A”
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IT’S A GENUINE FACT THAT THE

SURFERS RULE

3

SURFER GIRL
Released on Capitol Records
(ST-1981)
September 16th 1963
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position : 7
Sleeve Photography: Kenneth Veeder
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Surfer Girl (Wilson)
Catch A Wave (Wilson/Love)
The Surfer Moon (Wilson)
South Bay Surfer (Wilson/Wilson/Jardine)
The Rocking Surfer (Trad. Arr Wilson)
Little Deuce Coupe (Wilson/Christian)
In My Room (Wilson/Usher)
Hawaii (Wilson/Love)
Surfers Rule (Wilson/Love)
Our Car Club (Wilson/Love)
Your Summer Dram (Wilson/Norberg)
Boogie Woodie (Trad.Arr Wilson)

$ $ EITHER CAPITOL
were working the boys too much during
1963, or maybe they didn’t believe that the
surfing craze was going to last long enough
to arrange another photo shoot at the
beach, astute foresight on their behalf, but
the cover to The Beach Boys third long47

player, Surfer Girl, again labelled after their
current ballad hit, certainly had an air of
familiarity around it. Ken Veeder’s photo
session, taken up at Paradise Cove during
the summer of 1962, once again provided
the glossy picture for the front of the
sleeve, although close inspection indicates

that a certain amount of additional coloring was required in order to suit the requirements. Indeed, a detailed study of the
five suntanned images suggests that the
original negative for this photograph may
have even initially been black and white,
with the entire colorization process airbrushed in at a later stage. Certainly, the edges surrounding
the heads of the group
members, and in particular those of the
strangely, identically
blond Dennis, Mike
and David, look wholly
unnatural …
The boys mostly look at
home for this particular picture, more so than for many of
the other shots taken on that sunny day, although even as they smile for the camera
and splash through the breaking waves on
the beach, with a distant line-up of vessels
gliding through the background, the sea itself looks amazingly calm … which makes
one think back to the picture featured on
the debut album, from that same session,
with David pointing out to sea and the others clearly gazing westwards, searching for
that elusive breaker on the skyline. Dennis
still looks the most natural within this environment, his environment, with shirt unbuttoned and untucked, flapping wildly as
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the breeze wafts in oﬀ the Pacific Ocean,
whilst elder brother Brian, bringing up the
rear looks uncomfortable and ungainly, out
of step with his comrades, as if trying that
extra bit too hard to look like the true
beach boy he is supposed to be …
On a humorous level, a couple of seconds after the camera lens
snapped the image utilised
for this particular album
sleeve, the calm Pacific
waves raced up over the
sands and wrapped itself ungainly around
the boys ankles, the
white water splashing up
against their calves and
knees, oﬀering up a far less
calmer scenario as David cries
out in surprise and Mike stares into the
camera in bewilderment …
$ The heavily white borders that surround
the picture, at great contrast to the deep
ocean blue of the previous release, increases the focus onto the picture itself,
whilst the style of the chosen text, italic
slant, with both the album title and group
name featured in blue and green coloring
again appears strangely unbalanced. Likewise, the over-emphasis on the flip side of
current single release, “Little Deuce
Coupe” (albeit a current Top Twenty hit in

“Do you love me? Do you, surfer girl..?”

it’s own right), noticeably highlighted in a
diﬀering narrow font, once more throws
out the even continuity along the bottom
of the sleeve. It looks glaringly clean and
most eﬀective, and yet somehow appears
to have been thrown together with little
thought …
$ For the rear of the sleeve, once again, we
get short shrift. An enormous surrounding
white void, featuring little but the FDS
(full dimensional stereo) logo, tunnels the
featured text (the by-now standard Capitol
spiel) and yet another 1962 Veeder black
and white frame from Paradise Cove, into
the centre of the cover, whilst also allow49

ing space to advertise the two previous
album releases, complete with track listings for both (a common practice for the
1960’s). Perhaps most interesting of all is
the lack of the highlighted production
credit, previously aﬀorded to Capitol’s
own Nick Venet. Instead, in the final paragraph of the text, Capitol expresses a ‘special thanks’ to Brian for producing “what
we consider to be the finest Beach Boys album yet”. In truth, it probably was the finest yet, but the overall impact of the packaging still resonates that little too much of
self-promotion... and under-achievement.
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Well, I’m not braggin’ babe

so don’t put me down

DEUCE
COUPE

32

32

4
LITTLE

Released on Capitol Records (T/ST 1998)
October 7th 1963
Produced by Brian Wilson

Highest U.S. Chart Position; 4

Sleeve Photography: c/o Hot-Rod Magazine
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Little Deuce Coupe (Wilson/Christian)

Ballad Of Ole’ Betsy (Wilson/Christian)

Be True To Your School (Wilson/Love)
Car Crazy Cutie (Wilson/Christian)

Cherry Cherry Coupe (Wilson/Christian)

409 (Wilson/Love/Usher)

Shut Down (Wilson/Christian)

Spirit Of America (Wilson/Christian)

Our Car Club (Wilson/Love)

No-Go Showboat (Wilson/Christian)

A Young Man Is Gone (Troup)

Custom Machine (Wilson/Love)

$ B Y T H E TIM E
it came around to release the group’s
fourth album, The Beach Boys had widened their scope of lyrical content. Not satisfied with limiting himself to the restrictions that surfing lyrics had to oﬀer, Brian
had recently taken up with local radio DJ,
and hot-rod enthusiast, Roger Christian,
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and had penned a number of songs that encompassed the fun and excitement of the
Los Angeles hot-rodding scene. Together
they had written the anthemic tribute, “Little Deuce Coupe”, that had appeared both
as a single (on the flip-side of the “Surfer
Girl” 45) and on the previous Surfer Girl album. However, ever eager to push their

potential to the maximum, and to squeeze
every last bit of juice from the proverbial
driving force of the engine, Capitol Records issued the next Beach Boys album
just a mere four weeks after it’s predecessor, and amazingly titled it after the “Little
Deuce Coupe” track, despite it’s previous
outings on both single AND album! In addition to that, sitting alongside seven new
Brian Wilson compositions (co-written
with either Roger Christian or Mike
Love), and the one solitary cover version, a
recording of “A Young Man Is Gone” (originally written by songwriter Bobby Troup as
“And Their Hearts Were Full Of Spring”)
was a further three ‘hot-rod’ themed recordings, all of which had appeared on previous releases. Nevertheless, the fast drawing power of the ‘newer’ tunes pulled in
the eager buying public and the project
peaked at #4 in the Billboard listings.
$ In order to capitalize on The Beach Boys
‘new direction’ and emphasize that their
boys were now the ‘kings of the drag-strip’
as well as that of the beach, Capitol chose
to push the group oﬀ the front cover of
the new album, perhaps finding their
youthful image, and relative inexperience,
a little too naïve to convince the real
greased-up custom-kings, and feature a
real hot-roadster in the spotlight. Subsequently, courtesy of the popular Hot-Rod
magazine (founded in 1948), the bible for
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the U.S. car classes of the 1950’s and
1960’s, Capitol were able to portray exactly
what the lyrics were portraying… a highly
customized 1932 Ford five-window coupe,
as owned by the late Clarence Catallo, a
financier by day and an avid car collector
by close of business.

$ Unfortunately for Catallo, Capitol Records (or maybe even Hot-Rod magazine)
chose to crop the picture chosen for the
album just above the car’s beautiful bodywork, thus ensuring that only his torso was
on show and depriving him of the honor of
being one of the few recognizable male,
non-Beach Boy personnel, to feature on a
Beach Boys album front cover! And yet,

The original, uncropped image...
when all is said and done, the image that
the car suggests, with its chrome engine
glinting in the sunshine, blue paint bodywork and white-wall slicks, is EXACTLY
what the music requires. With the large
‘32’ symbolically placed either side of the
album title the front cover could do little
but attract the attention of the inquisitive
purchaser. This was a no-holes barred, fullscreamin’, tyre-screechin’ HOT-ROD album… (excepting, that is, the rather outof-place High School loyalty pledge, “Be
True To Your School”, issued as a single to
coincide with the album’s release…). And
how symbolic was the lyric “She was born
in ’32, and was she ever pretty…” from the
featured “Ballad Of Ol’ Betsy”? A good
year for hot-rods maybe...
$ The boys themselves did appear, however, on the rear of the sleeve, although
once again, they portray such an image
that would hardly impress the massed
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ranks of the automobile associations
around the golden state. Brian, Dennis,
Carl, Mike… and David (who was seemingly phased out of the band towards the
latter end of the year) look strangely outof-sorts, smartly dressed in matching suits
and ties, standing around a parked Corvette, or in Dennis’ case hanging out of the
open door, with the imposing palm trees
that surround the Capitol Records Tower
parking lot nestling over each shoulder.
$ Presumably, noting the presence of
David, and the apparent absence of the returning Alan (who had re-appeared as an
on/oﬀ Beach Boy three months previous,
during early recording sessions for the album), this shot was the result of a standard
photo-shoot from the Tower, possibly courtesy of in-house photographers Kenneth
Veeder or George Jerman. Indeed, an outtake from the session shows the cheery, if

“Don’t you think The
Beach Boys are boss?”
rather windswept, fivesome simply winding their way up the outer steps of the famous Capitol building, whilst another interesting, and rarely seen picture indicates
that the actual ‘vette they pose around was
not simply picked out of the neat rows of
shiny automobiles at random, seeing that

that important in the development
and progression of their output…
but time would tell.

!

Dennis, and David to some extent, once
again literally “wonders what’s under the
hood”. Back then, nobody messed with
your prize possession without permission. Therefore, one is led to believe
that the continued use of these nonspecific photo sessions meant little
creativity was still being
spent inside the Wilson
camp as to how their music was being presented.
An outdated photograph,
framed alongside two further ‘hot-rod’ ima ges,
hardly suggests that the
family, and even Murry,
considered the artwork
and presentation to be
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A TH I N G O R T WO 3

THE LIL’ DEUCE COUPE
Classification: Hot Rod
Constructed by: Clarence "Chili" Catallo, The Alexander Brothers
& George Barris
Circa: 1958 / 1960 / 1962
Previous Owners: Clarence " Chili" Catallo and Ray Woloszak
Article courtesy of Hot-Rods Online

THIS IS THE CAR,
the legendary lil’ deuce coupe, as featured
on the cover of The Beach Boys’ album, of
the same name. The car originally was the
creation of Clarence "Chili" Catallo of Detroit, Michigan. It went through basically
three renovations before becoming the famous "Lil Deuce Coupe". A gentleman by
the name of Bob Nugent was fortunate
enough to be a part of the very beginnings
of this legendary machine …
$ BN: “This coupe originally sat for many years
beside the house of a local customizer in Dearborn, Michigan. His name was Ziggy and he did
most of the local guys work in a little shed out
behind his mom's house. Clarence and I dragged
that coupe out of the weeds and began the work
of kids everywhere, turning a piece of
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junk into a "Hot Rod". We put a 344-inch
blown Olds mill engine into the coupe, with triple deuces, hooked to the stock Ford transmission.
I learned how to rebuild Ford transmissions that
way, because we immediately blew five of them.

It seemed whenever you gave the thing some
gas, it scattered the tranny everywhere. Before
any serious work started on the car, I left
Michigan and lost contact with "Chili”…”

“The famous phase was when the car was
chopped and remodeled by George Barris in
California (George later found wider recognition as the designer of TV’s Batmobile and

“and she purrs like a kitten ‘til the lake pipes roar...”
“The next phase had east coast custom king
Mike Alexander restoring the coupe, and then
the Alexander brothers bought it, placing that
famous nose piece on it. The years had taken
their toll on the lower body, so the famous fins
were fitted and this was long before Ferrari
came up with the styling trick. During this period the car was called the "Silver Sapphire"
and was painted dark blue with silver scallops. The scallops and striping were done by
Paul Hatton of Detroit, he was the best striper
I have ever seen, and the guy that got me into
striping in my young days …”
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Monkeemobile), and sprayed a beautiful translucent blue with white pearl scallops. This
then became the famous Lil’ Deuce Coupe that
was on the cover of The Beach Boys album
and also on the cover of the July 1961 Hot Rod
Magazine. Shortly afterwards the car was
sold to a car club and then to its next owner,
Ray Woloszak who owned it for 30 years and
restored it to its former glory. Clarence Catallo then repurchased the car in 1997 and
owned it until he passed away the following
year. His son Curt then took ownership
(which he does to this day) …”
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“And we’ll have fun, fun, fun”

SHUT DOWN VOLUME 2

5

SHUT DOWN
VOLUME 2

Released on Capitol Records
(ST-2027) March 2nd 1964

Fun Fun Fun (Wilson/Love)
Don’t Worry Baby (Wilson/Christian)
In The Parkin’ Lot (Wilson/Christian)
“Cassius” Love vs “Sonny” Wilson (Love/Wilson)
The Warmth Of The Sun (Wilson/Love)
This Car Of Mine (Wilson/Love)
Why Do Fools Fall In Love? (Lymon/Levy)
Pom Pom Play Girl (Wilson/Usher)
Keep An Eye On Summer (Wilson/Norman)

Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 13
Sleeve Photography: George
Jerman
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Shut Down Part II (Wilson)
Louie Louie (Berry)
Denny’s Drums (Wilson)

SHUT DOWN VOLUME 2
would see the start of a busy year for buyers of Beach Boys music. Capitol Records,
ever keen to keep the profit-ball rolling,
would issue four albums over the course of
1964, starting oﬀ with this album, the second release to promote the groups current
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penchant for all things auto-related (although of the twelve tracks featured, only
five could claim any link to the hot-rod
craze). Taking it’s title from an earlier Capitol Records release, Shut Down, a various
artists compilation released the previous
year (T/ST-1918) that featured The Beach

Boys, who supplied the title track, and a
host of other performers (see below), all
performing car tunes, this new oﬀering
could only peak at a relatively disappoint-

ing #13, despite the group reaching new recording peaks with such instant classics as
“Fun Fun Fun”, “Warmth Of The Sun” and
“Don’t Worry Baby”. The album cover was
a relative improvement as well, certainly
from The Beach Boys point of view, to
that of its predecessor. At least the five
group members, now with Alan oﬃcially
back in the line-up, featured on the front
sleeve and, hey, they looked pretty cool as
well as they once again struck their pose
around, not a Ford T-Bird (on it’s way to
the hamburger stand), but a smooth blue
Corvette Stingray, owned by DW himself,
and a partly out-of-shot Pontiac Grand
Prix (with a pink slip showing a Mr C.D.
Wilson), dressed in their matching blue
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jackets and cream chinos. They actually
looked like they belonged to one of the
many car clubs they harmonized about, albeit a somewhat ‘tame’ variation, although
the distinct presence of a ring on the ‘wedding’ finger of Dennis, the real heartthrob
of the group (despite his then-current
bachelor statehood), must have set the promotions men at Capitol into a frenzy.
Without the ‘availability’ of The Beach
Boys ‘sex-symbol’ the female admirers of
the group would possibly have to look elsewhere… to Mike, to Carl… or even to the
recent invasion of four good-looking lads
from Liverpool, England, coincidentally
also signed to Capitol Records. Surely
Murry wouldn’t have allowed this, but the
wedding band stayed, and the album
stalled outside the Top 10...
However, in comparison to that of The
Beatles U.S. album debut on Capitol, Meet
The Beatles (issued in January 1964, with a
sleeve layout issued under the guidance of
Capitol Art Director Ed Thrasher), the design of the new Beach Boys front cover
still shows little progression or development from that of the Surfin’ Safari release,
almost two years earlier. The text, whilst
evenly balanced on either side of the album title, looks dull and unexciting, with
the chosen style of typeface oﬀering little
in the way of creativity (and it appears

I WONDER...
Did the original print, as featured on
the cover, include a full shot of
Carl’s Pontiac? An outtake from the
photo shoot, featuring the guys in
an alternate pose, also only reveals
the cars right wing. Artistic or
slightly strange? Just a thought...

Above: Rare Taiwanese version,
with no Vol.2 tag, and a slight
alteration to the track listing

YEAH YEAH YEAH!
The fabs touch down...
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strangely partitioned oﬀ in little three-sided boxes),
whilst the background color is of a noticeably dull
hue. The prominent ‘blue’ theme that runs throughout the front cover draws the eye towards the artwork, but once there, it has little else to hold the attention. Meet The Beatles, as a comparison, shows stunning invention, yet impressive simplicity in it’s original approach to design, with it’s four silhouetted
heads, half in light, half in shade, against the black
backdrop. Inspired by their German photographer
friend, Astrid Kirchnerr, The Beatles had used top
London fashion photographer, Robert Freeman, to
capture them, faces halved by shadow, hemmed in
by their fringes and high polo necks. The Beach
Boys, once again, simply stuck to the Capitol Records photo studio and gathered outside in the
California sunshine, relying on their music to fend
oﬀ the British invaders.
$The rear of the cover oﬀers up another shot from
the same photo session, with Dennis again standing
out as the ‘main attraction’, whilst big brother Brian
appears to be developing his own wild interpretation of the ‘Beatle-fringe’, and yet the continuing
presence of the Capitol publicity department
sadly keeps the album firmly set in the past decade. The sleeve notes can only oﬀer up such
cringe-inducing lines as:
$“They’re (the songs) all sung in the wonderful way out
way that has made The Beach Boys top men in the surfing as well as the road and track fields. Pull up a bucket
seat and aim an ear at The Beach Boys and SHUT
DOWN, VOL. II!”

$ $ So there we have it... Shut
Down, Volume II, an album full
of highlights, and a number of
low-lights, and the first response
the group oﬀered up in the
wake of the British uprising. It
was to be a completely diﬀerent
ball game from hereon, and the
stakes as the number one teengroup in America were on oﬀer.
The Beach Boys, with Murry
Wilson still in the driving seat
(for the near future, at least),
would have to up the ante if
they wished to remain in the
poll position …
$ Additionally, by listing out all of the
songs featured on the record, but seemingly in a randomly selected sequence
(see record label for correct playing order), it just leaves a distinctly, nonCalifornian, ‘cold’ feeling hovering over
the proceedings. Needless to say, Capitol
Records also continues the trend of promoting the groups’ earlier albums along
the bottom of the sleeve, although noticeably, this time, they also include the
various artists Shut Down compilation in
the line-up as well, a release strangely
missed oﬀ the rear of the Little Deuce
Coupe sleeve (despite it appearing at the
same time).
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“This little car means a
heck of a lot to me...”
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Middle left :Endless Summer Quarterly fanzine 2014
Bottom right: South African retitled repressing
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WE’VE BEEN HAVING FUN

6

ALL SUMMER LONG
Released on Capitol Records
(T/ST-2110) July 1st 1964
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 4
Sleeve Photography: Kenneth
Veeder & George Jerman
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I Get Around (Wilson/Love)
All Summer Long (Wilson/Love)
Hushabye (Pomus/Schuman)
Little Honda (Wilson/Love)
We’ll Run Away (Wilson/Usher)
Carl’s Big Chance (Wilson/Wilson)
Wendy (Wilson/Love)
Do You Remember? (Wilson/Love)
Girls On The Beach (Wilson)
Drive-In (Wilson/Love)
Our Favorite Recording Sessions (Wilson/Wilson/
Wilson/Love/Jardine)
Don’t Back Down (Wilson/Love

$

THE SECOND BEACH BOYS album of 1964 saw the group once again in

direct competition with Capitol’s Liverpudlian connection, with the soundtrack album to
A Hard Day’s Night (appearing on the United Artists label) seeing a U.S. release one week before The Beach Boys new album. Certainly the music that Brian had composed for this album, mainly in collaboration with fellow band member Mike Love, was the most compelling and satisfying collection to date, from the driving introduction to the bands current
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chart-topper “I Get Around”, through to

surfing haunt for Denny (despite the en-

the wailing falsetto fadeout of the closing

forcing non-surfing restrictions), with the

track, “Don’t Back Down”, ultimately their

picturesque natural harbor and pier, over-

final surf-orientated composition. This

looked by the rocky headlands, oﬀering a

wonderful new music emitting from the

dramatic backdrop to the fun and frivolity.

grooves, coupled with the bright, colorful
images of sun and sand on the glossy front
cover, dazzled and the overall impression
was that the album oozed a sense of the
perfect summer. Indeed, it was justifiably a
soundtrack in it’s own right, a glorious accompaniment to the summer sunshine,
and it could hold its head up high against
such stiﬀ competition. For the first time
since the bands debut album the cover artwork oﬀered a fresh sense of originality,
with a collection of sixteen small snap-

shots capturing the group at play along the
coastline of California. In fact, the connection with the debut album goes further
than that, in as much that the photo session took place once again along the
golden sands of Paradise Cove, a favored
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$ The chosen photographs from the session appear to show the fivesome accompanied by, what is intended to be, a number
of beautiful young female companions,
however close inspection of the various
photos taken that day suggests that there
were, in fact, three girls in attendance, one
of whom was suitably supplied with additional clothing, thus oﬀering the illusion
that each boy had his own special California girl (Murry Wilson, reportedly, insisted
that models were used instead of the boys
own wives/girlfriends as he felt they didn’t
have the requisite ‘beach girl’ quality). In
truth, Brian and Dennis ‘share’ the blonde,
whilst Mike and Alan appear to take ‘turns’

with one of the brunettes (the third girl
failed to make the actual sleeve), leaving
poor Carl unattached, and at one stage literally buried up to his neck in the sand.
However, contrary to what the sleeve
would have us believe, Alan was not even
present on the day of the shoot, and his
pictures were actually added later from a
second photo session, held at Griﬃth Park
(with his brunette wife Lynda alongside), a
fact that has gone mostly unnoticed for
over fifty years!
$ Some humorous outtakes from the photo
session also show Brian having fun with a
plate of potato chips, and further pictures
of Carl being buried, albeit now with the
addition of two noticeable ‘sandy breasts’
upon his chest, courtesy of the ever rebellious Dennis! It’s interesting to note that
Brian, the leader, and his handsome
brother Dennis share the majority of cover
space, with a total of five appearances
apiece in the shots, with Mike rating a second placing with four pictures, whilst Alan
and, again, poor ol’ Carl, managing a mere
two appearances each. Fan popularity
speaks volumes (which could also explain
the notable absence of Dennis’s ring on his
‘wedding’ finger, so prominently visible on
the previous LP release - instead, the ring
shifts to his right hand finger. For the record, Dennis was still single at this stage of
his career).
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$ The photographer for the shoot remains
unknown, seeing that both Kenneth
Veeder and his assistant George Jerman
are credited on the sleeve, but presumably
one of the two familiar Capitol staﬀ photographers made the journey out to Paradise Cove with the band once again, whilst
the other supplied the individually suited
studio shots that adorned the rear of the

cover. The finishing touch to the front
sleeve comes with the warm Mondrianinspired color blocks and overtones of
the text that highlights the track listing.
Bright reds, golden yellows, and a vivid
shade of mauve, adorn the sleeve, oﬀering up a truly eye-catching combination,
although the novel ‘sun’ logo, appearing
on both sides of the cover, seems an unnecessary touch.
Somewhat carelessly, Capitol Records
managed to incorrectly label the title
of one of the tunes on early pressings
of the sleeve, prophetically listing
“Don’t Back Down” as “Don’t Break
Down” (see main picture).

Piet Mondrian was a Dutch artist
(1872-1944), famed for his use of
linear works and blocks of color
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For the rear of the sleeve the group are
given their first opportunity to present
their own individuality to their product,
courtesy of the five separate portraits and
a brief paragraph oﬀered over to each
member. The results are hardly groundbreaking reading, with Mike summarizing
it up nicely as being given “this small
space to express something a guy could
write a book about”, although it does enable Dennis to conjure up one of the
most well-quoted lines from his entire career; “They say I live a fast life, it won’t last
forever either…” although again, the overall presentation of the rear sleeve is achingly bland for such a groundbreaking period in America’s teen-orientated market.
Suits and ties and well-groomed hairstyles were fast becoming passé in a
world of high-necked polo sweaters and
floppy fringes. For the fourth album in
succession Capitol Records use the space
on the rear of the cover to plug the

group’s earlier albums, although this was a practice that would ultimately, and thankfully, run dry the following year, once the group had amassed such a catalogue that
there were simply too many releases to feature on the sleeve. Nevertheless, Shut Down,
the Capitol Records compilation album featured on the previous oﬀering, was conspicuously absent from the subsequent publicity proceedings.
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The young lady who didn’t make the sleeve !
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A TH I N G O R T WO 4

KEEP AN EYE ON

SUMMER
with
Kenneth Veeder & George Jerman
A TRIBUTE TO THE MEN

BEHIND THE LENS
*KENNETH VEEDER and GEORGE JERMAN are names
that should be familiar with most, if not all Beach Boys fans and collectors. Indeed, even
if the names do not leap out as memorable then the works of either of these gentlemen certainly will, for it is via their talent for capturing certain images, within the small frame
of the camera lens, that they shall always be recognized amongst Wilson-watchers
around the globe.
*Both Veeder and Jerman were employees of Capitol Records during the early phase of
The Beach Boys career, although both had worked extensively with other artists signed
to the label prior to Murry Wilson’s infamous visit with Capitol A&R man Nick Venet.
Unfortunately, little detail is available with regard to their personal lives, or indeed,
their full career paths before and after their involvement with The Beach Boys, yet a
number of other recognizable record releases do prominently feature the credited work of
one or the other. A small sample of this list is featured herewith as a small tribute to these
talented individuals
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Bobby “Blue” Band “Dreamer” (1974)
Maria Callas “The Legend” (1978)
June Christy “Ballads For Night People” (1959)
Nat ‘King’ Cole “At The Sands” (1966)
Nat ‘King’ Cole & George Shearing “Nat Sings &
George Plays” (1962)
Ry Cooder “Show Time” (1977)
Dick Dale “King Of The Surf Guitar” (1962)
Jacqueline Du Pre “Haydn Concerto” (1969)
Ella Fitzgerald “Christmas” (1967)
Above: Kenneth Veeder (right) pictured
with Gene Vincent
Image Behind : Maria Callas

K E N N E T H

VEEDER
PHOTOGRAPHIC CREDITS
The Beach Boys “Surfin’ Safari” (1962)
The Beach Boys “Surfin’ USA” (1963)
The Beach Boys “Surfer Girl” (1963)
The Beach Boys “All Summer Long” (1964)
The Beach Boys “Concert” (1964)
The Beach Boys “Summer Days” (1965)
George Benson “In Flight” (1976)
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Helen Forrest “Voice Of The Name Bands”
(1956)
The Good Time Singers (1963)
The Kingston Trio “Back In Town” (1964)
The Lettermen “Best Of” (1966)
Junior Mance “Get Ready Set Jump” (1964)
Dean Martin “Cha Cha De Amor” (1962)
Buck Owens “Carnegie Hall“ (1966)
Ravi Shankar “Concerto For Sitar & Orchestra”
(1971)
George Shearing “Jazz Moments” (1962)
Dinah Shore “Yes Indeed!” (1959)
Frank Sinatra “Songs For Young Lovers” (1954)
Billy Taylor “Midnight Piano” (1964)
Conway Twitty “Greatest Hits Vol.2” (1976)
Barry White “I’ve Got So Much To Give” (1973)
Nancy Wilson “Hollywood, My Way” (1963)

Some of the most recognizable images
from Kenneth Veeder’s impressive portfolio
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G E O R G E

JERMAN

$ Unlike Kenneth Veeder, who seemingly achieved recognition solely through his work as
an established photographer, George Jerman (who, like Veeder, has sadly passed away in recent years) broadened his talents within the industry to not only include work with the
camera lens but also to utilize his skills within the actual recording process, achieving a number of credits as
both record producer and sound engineer. The majority
of these were often the result of ‘live’ jazz performances, Jerman’s favored area of musical interpretation,
whereupon he would often capture such spontaneous
moments on his ever-present tape machine. However, it
was his skills with the camera that brought him
most acclaim, garnering two Grammy award
nominations (in 1964 and 1966) for his album*
sleeves...

PHOTOGRAPHIC CREDITS
Laurindo Almeida “Guitar From Ipanema” (1964)*
Herb Alpert “What Now My Love” (1966)*
The Beach Boys “Shut Down, Vol. 2”(1964)
The Beach Boys “All Summer Long” (1964)
The Beach Boys “Christmas Album” (1964)
The Beach Boys “Pet Sounds” (1966)
Alan Broadbent Trio “Everything I Love" (1986)
Roy Clark “Lightning Fingers” (1963)
Bobby Darin “Oh Look At Me Now” (1962)
Bobby Darin “Hello Dolly To Goodbye Charlie” (1964)
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Clare Fischer “Tjaderarama” (1988)
Lee Konitz “You And Lee” (1959)
The Letterman “A Song For Young Love” (1962)
Donna Loren “Beach Blanket Bingo” (1965)
Mad River “Mad River” (1968)
Junior Mance “Straight Ahead” (1964)
David McCallum “Music Is A Part Of Me” (1966)
Sergio Mendes “In Person At El Matador” (1965)
Anita O’Day “Waiter, Make Mine Blues” (1960)
Peter & Gordon “Woman” (1966)
Florence Raney “Quiety There” (1987)
Sue Raney “In Good Company” (1990)
Lou Rawls “Soulin’” (1966)
Carl Reiner/Mel Brooks “2000 Year-Old Man”
(1961)
Howard Roberts “Color Him Funky” (1963)
George Shearing “Here And Now” (1966)
The Three Sounds “Live At The Lighthouse”
(1967)
Mel Torme “Swingin’ On The Moon” (1960)
The Ventures “Wild Things!” (1966)
The Ventures “Guitar Freakout” (1967)
The Ventures “Super Psychedelics” (1967)
Nancy Wilson “Today, Tomorrow
Forever” (1964)
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PRODUCING & ENGINEERING CREDITS
Mike Barone “Live At Donte’s” (1968)
Pete Jolly Trio “Red Chimney” (1965)
Pete Jolly Trio “Timeless” (1969)
Pena Ralph “Master Of The Bass” (1961)
Howard Roberts “Magic Band” (1968)
Howard Roberts “Magic Band 2” (1968)
Jimmy Rowles “Our Delight” (1968)
Jack Sheldon “The Entertainers” (1965)

THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
G ROW S W I T H E AC H N E W DAY

7

CHRISTMAS
ALBUM

Little Saint Nick (Wilson/Love)
The Man With All The Toys (Wilson/Love)
Santa’s Beard (Wilson/Love)
Merry Christmas, Baby (Wilson)
Christmas Day (Wilson)

Released on Capitol Records
(T/ST-2164) October 1964
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 6
(Christmas Chart)
Sleeve Photography: George Jerman
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Frosty The Snowman (Nelson/Rollins)
We Three Kings Of Orient Are (Hopkins)
Blue Christmas (Hayes/Johnson)
Santa Claus Is Comin’ To Town (Coots/Gillespie)
White Christmas (Berlin)
I’ll Be Home For Christmas (Kent/Gannon)
Auld Lang Syne (Traditional)

$ RECORDED OVER A
two week period, during the warm California sunshine of June 1964 (excepting the
lead track, “Little Saint Nick” - a seasonal
release from the previous December), this
album was essentially the yearly novelty
outlet that many artists participated in dur82

ing this period of popular music. Every October to December special ‘seasonal’
charts were compiled, reflecting the popularity for such releases, although in truth
there were very few releases that truly
benefited the development of the relevant
acts in question. Certainly, this Brian

Wilson-produced Beach Boys release, which peaked at
a credible #6 on the Christmas listings, remains in the
catalogue simply for entertainment value than for the
creative aspect.
The majority of songs featured on Side One of the album comprise of various Wilson-penned compositions,
three alongside cousin Mike Love, none of which can
rate too highly in the personal achievement files, whilst
Side Two features a number of cover versions of more
familiar tunes, highlighted more for their distinct arrangements than for the actual accessibility. Nevertheless, utilizing the talents of experienced musical arranger, Dick Reynolds, Brian pulled the album together successfully and the album cover, with photography once again provided by George Jerman, is certainly
playing it straight down the line, with no fancy or artistic frills, and it suggests that the music featured inside
is simple, family fare. Nothing too outrageous, just traditional ‘Apple-Pie and Mom’ festive tidings … which is
essentially what it is!
The featured photograph sees the group, respectably
dressed in warm winter woollies, decorating a fake
tree, somewhat over laden with scarlet baubles and
golden tinsel, whilst an unopened pile of matching presents lays at the base. Surrounded by a deep green border, complete with two festive candle-lamp motifs, and
headed by distinct yellow and red text, promoting the
selection of songs featured within, the whole concept
of the album is so… safe. It brings forth the yuletide images that your parents would find so comforting, and
for your parent’s parents as well. It was hardly rock ‘n’
roll...
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BECAUSE CHRISTMAS
is a very special occasion, The
Beach Boys decided that this
should be a very special album...
and it is. Here is the first time
you'll hear The Beach Boys accompanied by a sonorous fortypiece orchestra, with special arrangements by Dick Reynolds.
You'll hear vocal arrangements
by Brian Wilson that make it
clear what an important part
each boy's voice plays in their
wonderful blend: you'll hear a
fine solo by Brian in "Blue
Christmas" and Al Jardine's
first recorded solo as a Beach Boy
in "Christmas Day".
The songs the Boys have chosen for their holiday greetings to
you range all the way from their
own light-hearted seasonal hit
"Little Saint Nick" to beautiful
traditional favorites done with
an orchestra.
Here, certainly, is an outstanding
Christmas album, one that you'll
enjoy for many seasons to come.

The rear of the cover features a typical
1964 black and white shot of the clean cut
Beach Boys, candy-striped shirts, neatly
combed hair, snowy-white teeth. What
more can be said?

number of their ‘easy-listening’ artists...
and hey, who was marketing this album after all?

$ The style of text on the front is a bit
poor, but the bright coloring renders it acceptable, but other than that it remains difficult to fault, or be overly positive, for such
a harmless piece of pleasantly packaged
fluﬀ. A number of Beach Boys fans and purists over the years have suggested that a little bit of imagination, or an alternate set
of photographs, would have benefited the
project to a greater degree, and outtakes
from the photographic shoot have surfaced in a number of other locations and
publications, but clearly Capitol Records
prided itself on such a seasonal market,
having achieved similar successes with a

“Merry Christmas baby …”
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$ Interestingly,
when Capitol
Records chose
to re-issue
The Beach
B o y s 1 9 6 0 ’s
catalogue
onto Compact
Disc during their 1990’s release program,
the one album sleeve they chose to alter,
for unknown reasons, was the Christmas Album, strangely choosing the omit the song
selection from the front cover (above) and
re-align the album title .

* The boys adopted a more formal dress for an alternate shot (above) from the Christmas Album
photo session, one that later graced the sleeve of a
seasonal bootleg
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WOW! GREAT CONCERT...

8

Fun Fun Fun (Wilson/Love)

BEACH BOYS

The Little Old Lady From Pasadena (Altfeld/Christian)

CONCERT

Little Deuce Coupe (Wilson/Christian)

Released on Capitol Records (S/
TAO-2198)
October 1964

In My Room (Wilson/Usher)

Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 1
Sleeve Photography: Kenneth
Veeder & John Engstead

Long Tall Texan (Strezlecki)
Monster Mash (Pickett/Capizzi)
Let’s Go Trippin’ (Dale)
Papa-Oom-Mow-Mow (Frazier/White/Wilson/Harris)
The Wanderer (Maresca)
Hawaii (Wilson/Love)
Graduation Day (Sherman/Sherman)
I Get Around (Wilson/Love)
Johnny B Goode (Berry)
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$$

A GROUNDBREAKING ALBUM from The Beach Boys point of view,

finally giving them a chart-topping LP in the United States, remaining in poll position for
4 weeks, and clocking up an equally impressive 40-week stint in the Billboard Top 40.
$ This was a fairly unique outing considering that January 1965 saw eight Beatles albums of
varying quality, and origin, scattered around the chart listings. The album itself was the result of a recent August ’64 visit to the state capital of Sacramento in Northern California,
where the entire show was recorded and the highlights of it (along with an earlier Decem88

ber '63 gig from the same venue), were
compiled into this impressive, and genuinely exciting 13-track album (in addition
to a few studio overdubs).
$ For public release, and especially in light
of the accompanying Christmas Album that
appeared instore at the same time, fans of
The Beach Boys rock ‘n’ roll music were
treated to an extra special treat in the way
of record presentation. For the first time
Capitol Records saw fit to issue a Beach
Boys release in a gatefold sleeve, featuring
a 4-page, 12-shot, photographic insert, full
of previously unseen, ‘exclusive’ onstage
and behind-the-scenes pictures. Long term
Beach Boys photographer, and Capitol employee, Kenneth Veeder once again accompanied the group and captured a number
of revealing shots through his camera lens,
perhaps none more so than with the inside
rear picture, showing the full impact of the
awaiting crowds outside the Sacramento
Memorial Auditorium.
$ Other noteworthy snapshots include
Dennis’s solo in the spotlight, Mike’s ‘Monster Mash’ grimace, Brian backstage on a
shiny new Honda 50, and the moment
when Dennis leaves his drum kit to join
his fellow band members at the front of
stage, harmonizing alongside Carl and
Alan...
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$ One, slightly out-of-place photograph
also graces the record inner sleeve, that being a Capitol promotional photograph,
taken by John Engstead, that has the boys
looking extremely relaxed as they casually
pose around, what appears to be, a ladder.
Dressed in matching white shirts, with the

particular picture doesn’t use the full 12”
by 12” space completely, and that it is almost overbearingly dwarfed by the blank,
white void that surrounds it. The page directly opposite, featuring not only an onstage picture but a lengthy written work
on the stage show, completely throws out
(Below left) Argentinian variation

collar undone, this is one of the most satisfying results to come from the many Capitol shoots, with Carl in particular showing
his maturing years. He no longer was the
tubby little brother with slicked backed
hair, standing in the shadows of his handsome elder brothers. It’s a shame that this
90

the balance of the inner sleeve, although
by turning the pages of the booklet one’s
attention to detail is swiftly forgotten by
the delight of the photographic selection.
$ The album’s rear cover continues the
theme, portraying another 10 photographs
from the concert, this time displayed in

ally, the Capitol Records logo is badly
placed, using up valuable spacing, whereupon a more caring sleeve design would
surely have relegated such a noticeable intrusion alongside the track listing, tucked
neatly away at the top of the sleeve. It’s
also slightly disconcerting to see that only
five of the featured songs have credits of
sorts listed alongside. “Long Tall Texan” features a vocal solo by Mike, whilst “Let’s

wondrous color. The random layout of
small dots that divides a number of the pictures seems rather unnecessary, although
they are presumably placed there as representations of the stage footlights. Addition-

Above right: Obscure Taiwanese edition, with the letter ‘S’ reversed
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“A gala concert and a recording session...”
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FRED VAIL

Go Trippin’” is highlighted by a guitar solo from
Carl Wilson... but what of “Johnny B Goode“ or
“The Little Old Lady From Pasadena” or even
“Papa-Oom-Mow-Mow”? Why no mention of featured vocalists on these tracks? However, when all
is said and done, a great recording, packaged alongside 23 wonderful new photographs, all in a deluxe
gatefold sleeve. This surely has to rate amongst the
best of The Beach Boys sleeve designs from the
early years... and just maybe beyond that.

Above: Various other releases featuring the 1963/64 live
in Sacramento recordings. The ‘official’ release (top left)
features the full unedited show although the initial issue
erroneously had the cover photo incorrectly reversed...
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The Boys!
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Just a word before you listen:
The excitement in this album
is contagious!
It’s the inevitable excitement
The Beach Boys whip up to
gale force eveywhere they appear. And it’s all here in these
longplay grooves - the wild applause, the shouts and
screams, the stampede to the
stage at the final curtain - because this is a faithful “live”
recording of a real Beach
Boys concert, staged last
August 1st, at the Civic Auditorium in Sacramento, Calif.
Just how excited fans got can
be best judged by this fact:
For most “live” albums, record
companies beef up the sounds
of audience reaction... but for
this album, audience reaction
was so overwhelming that
Capitol’s recording engineers
had to use all their knowhow
to subdue audience sounds so
The Beach Boys could be
heard!
And heard they are, as they’ve
never been heard before! It
will have you shouting too,
just like the wildly cheering
audience at the Civic Auditorium in Sacramento!
PRODUCED BY
BRIAN WILSON
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WILL
WILL II DIG
DIG THE
THE SAME
SAME THINGS
THINGS

THAT
THAT TURNED
TURNED ME
ME ON
ON AS
AS AA KID?
KID?

9

TODAY!
Released on Capitol Records (T/
DT-2269)
March 1st 1965
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 4
Sleeve Photography: John Engstead
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Do You Wanna Dance (Freeman)
Good To My Baby (Wilson/Love)
Don’t Hurt My Little Sister (Wilson/Love)
When I Grow Up (To Be A Man) (Wilson/Love)
Help Me, Ronda (Wilson/Love)
Dance, Dance, Dance (Wilson/Wilson/Love)
Please Let Me Wonder (Wilson/Love)
I’m So Young (Tyrus)
Kiss Me Baby (Wilson/Love)
She Knows Me Too Well (Wilson/Love)
In The Back Of My Mind (Wilson/Love)
Bull Session With The “Big Daddy”
(Wilson/Wilson/Wilson/Love/Jardine)

$$

SPRING 1965 and the start of

what would be become an amazing year in
the music industry. A year that would see
the release of such groundbreaking albums
as Bob Dylan’s Highway 61 Revisited, The
Byrds Mr Tambourine Man and The Rolling
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Stones Out Of Our Heads. Capitol recording artists The Beatles would hold down
the top spot in the Billboard album charts
for an astonishing 24 weeks with three of
their own album releases, Beatles ’65, Beatles
VI and the soundtrack to their second feature film, HELP, whilst the biggest selling

album of the year, peaking in the charts for
an credible 14-week run in the coveted
number 1 position would be... the soundtrack to Disney’s Mary Poppins.
And where were The
Beach Boys amongst all
of this activity? Right
up there with their
peers and contemporaries, continuing their successful run of chart albums with three
further top 10 releases during the year,

the first of which saw The Beach Boys Today!
equal the previous successes of the Little
Deuce Coupe and All Summer Long oﬀerings.
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$ Musically, the new album saw Brian Wilson progressing further in both songwriting and production, with the lush harmonies of the group accompanied
by a fuller, more sophisticated ‘pop’ sound. The
instrumentation was
no longer the basic
four-piece line-up,
accompanied by an
additional organ,
guitar or percussion as and when
required. The opening track alone, taped
on January 11 1965 at
Gold Star Studios, was a
cover of the Bobby Freeman
1958 hit “Do You Wanna Dance”, and
featured a stellar line-up of ten experienced studio musicians, three of which
(Steve “Douglas” Kreisman, Plas Johnson
and Jay Migliori) provided an awesome
blast of saxophone that filled out the deepening ‘wall of sound’ and virtually obliterated Dennis’ lead vocal oﬀ the tape.
The responsibility for providing the
main photograph for the album sleeve was
given to John Engstead (1912-1984), a seasoned Hollywood photographer who had
previously provided the impressive innerphoto for the gatefold Beach Boys Concert
release, and also that of the sleeve for the

preceding 45rpm release, “When I Grow
Up (To Be A Man)”. Engstead, by that time
in his mid-50’s, had maintained an impressive portfolio of celebrity snapshots
through his experiences in tinseltown. Record sleeves alone had seen his work grace
the glossy covers of artists in the calibre of
Connie Francis, Gogi Grant, Joni James,
Peggy Lee, Anita O’Day, Johnny Tillotson,
Nino Tempo and April Stevens, whilst studio work at Paramount Pictures had seen
Lauren Becall, Ingrid Bergman, Marlon
Brando, Marilyn Monroe, Joan Crawford

still photographers strike during 1932, saw
Cary Grant posing for his practice shots,
whilst his acclaimed snapshot of Lucille
Ball graced the 1952 cover of TIME magazine (above)...

Above: 1970s publication featuring a number
of John Engstead’s chosen photographs
Behind: Brando poses for Engstead
and Gregory Peck all sit before his everwidening lens. Indeed, his very first photoshoot, brought about during a professional
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$ When it came to photographing The
Beach Boys for the new album, Engstead
simply had the five-piece band,
uncomfortabl y dressed in matching
college-style sweaters, posing outside in
the late-Winter Californian sunshine,
framed amongst the trees and shrubs that
surrounded a swimming pool. Exactly
whose pool it is remains unknown, but a
hazardous guess would suggest it might be
Brian’s.

$ From the photographic session that day a
number seemingly remain in constant circulation amongst Beach Boys enthusiasts,
the most recognized of which adorns the
album cover itself. With Dennis at the
front, barefoot, in a light blue sweater, his

clusion so privately protected by Hollywood’s landowners. However, when it
came to Capitol’s art department to utilize
the chosen photo within the context of
the sleeve they opted to splice both the
top and bottom of the frame and use just

increasingly floppy blond hairline hiding
his tanned and handsome good looks, the
boys sit upon the pool diving board with,
following on behind, Mike, Carl, Brian and
finally, a diminutive Alan bringing up the
rear. Behind them a lush, well-attended
lawn spreads out to the rear of the property where a high, brick wall oﬀers the se-

the ‘letterbox’ central shot remaining (the
full-frame shot later appeared, inexplicably
in reversed form, gracing a Japanese single
release, although the correct version can
be seen above), the result of which leaves
the boys, certainly both Brian and Alan,
with wholly and totally unnatural, twisted
body language. Only Dennis, at the front,
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sits naturally astride the board, with his
bandmates choosing to sit precariously balanced on one side as they appear, leaning
forward, arms thrust by their sides. The
splicing of the lower portion of the still,
thus removing the actual diving board that
they sit upon, completely deprives the
frame of any sense of logic... despite the
fact that, in all honesty, it IS an exceedingly well-conceived photograph.

by fern fronds that drape in front of them.
Whilst Mike, Carl, Alan and Brian still appear noticeably clean-cut and wholesome,
with their tidily parted hairstyles and pleasing smiles, Dennis, ever the rebel, almost

$ The remaining shots from the photo
session feature the group, still wearing
their chunky knitted sweaters, posing in

other areas around the grounds. The
45rpm sleeve for the subsequent “Help Me
Rhonda” single (re-recorded and
notably re-titled) has the five members
surrounding, or in Alan’s case ‘up’, a
tree, and a second still shows them
sitting calmly on a low brick wall, decked
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frowns into the camera lens, his long hair
casually swept to the side, almost totally
covering both his ears and eyes, mean,
moody, magnificent – a phrase previously
used to describe the original drummer-boy
for another group of well-fringed musicians. A third still, perhaps more than any
other, unintentionally shifts the focus onto
how small Mr Jardine actually is, pictured
next to the six foot standing Mike Love,
whilst a further frame captures the boys in
sideways, reflective mood...
$ For the coloring on the front of the new
album Capitol’s art department opted to

moody, almost depressing choice of coloring. Accepted, this oﬀering was not the
boys most ‘summer-influenced’ eﬀort, void
as it is of any ‘fun-in-the-sun’ beach bonanzas, and yet, as a whole, the overall design
is eﬀective but poorly executed. Incidentally, how many people have noticed over
the years that, by not including “I’m So
Young” within the featured titles on the
front of the sleeve, it renders the subsequent phrase “plus three more great new
songs written by Brian Wilson” a touch misinforming? Indeed, could “Bull Session

“Fame is important to them, but not as important as their music
and their teen fans, toward whom they feel a true allegiance...”
Dick Clark

frame the narrowed photograph, top and
bottom, within a murky, brown setting,
then placed the album title in a contrasting orange in the top third of the sleeve.
Quite clearly the turgid background tones
do not sit well with the choice of title coloring, and by simply placing the titles of
just nine of the featured twelve tracks –
strangely omitting “I’m So Young” “In The
Back Of My Mind” and, perhaps understandably, “Bull Session With The Big
Daddy” – directly under the album title, it
leaves the lower third of the cover completely empty, only highlighting further the
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With The Big Daddy” even be included as
a Brian Wilson composition?

sued in June of 1965 was perhaps the weakest Beatles cover yet, on either side of the

HELP!
$
The fab-four’s mid-60s dominance gets underway...
$ As another comparison to the work that
Capitol was providing for The Beatles in
the U.S. Beatles ’65 (albeit it a late 1964 issue) is still superior in design to anything
that Capitol had provided The Beach Boys
with, despite the appearance of the fabfoursome pointlessly posing with a series
of irrelevant props. However, Beatles VI is102

Atlantic - one up for the Californian quintet - but then, in August, The Beatles responded with HELP, and both musically
and artistically the pendulum once again
swung in favor of the British invasion.
With the image of the Liverpudlian quartet ‘signing’ out the letters of the title
against a stark, white background, and the

enormous lettering of both the group
name and the title screaming out to be acknowledged, the impact was explosive, and
it was clearly going to take something that
extra bit special for Brian Wilson and The
Beach Boys to respond during 1966... but
we’re getting ahead of ourselves here. The
summer of ’65 was still upon us.
$ For the rear of The Beach Boys Today! album the design diﬀers little from almost
every other Beach Boys package of that
era. In fact, it comes oﬀ far worse than
many of the earlier releases, with no additional group photographs or input, insipid
sleeve notes acknowledging the ‘fame’ and
fan loyalty (courtesy of U.S. TV personality
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and promoter Dick Clark) and almost half
of the rear cover designated to plugging
the boys previous releases on Capitol. After nine album releases, and stiﬀ competition from artists on their own label, The
Beach Boys were still content to let Capitol to pull the strings...and so it would remain for a number of releases to come.
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One more summer

And your dream comes true...

10

The Girl From New York City (Wilson/Love)
Amusement Parks USA (Wilson/Love)
Then I Kissed Her (Spector/Greenwich/Barry)
Salt Lake City (Wilson/Love)

SUMMER DAYS
(AND SUMMER NIGHTS!!)

Girl Don’t Tell Me (Wilson)
Help Me Rhonda (Wilson/Love)
California Girls (Wilson/Love)

Released on Capitol Records (T-2354)
June 28th 1965
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 2
Sleeve Photography by Kenneth Veeder
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Let Him Run Wild (Wilson/Love)
You’re So Good To Me (Wilson/Love)
Summer Means New Love (Wilson)
I’m Bugged At My Ol’ Man (Wilson)
And Your Dream Comes True (Wilson/Love)

FOLLOWING ON FROM THE winter-to-spring ‘feel’ of the previous
album Brian Wilson once again directed the band into the realms of an eternal summer
with the release of The Beach Boys second oﬀering of 1965. The maturity of the new compositions and melodies were clearly in evidence, and the lyrical naiveté that Mike had often brought into the earlier recordings were also noticeably absent, with the more sensitive themes that The Beach Boys Today had suggested continuing and developing with songs
in the calibre of “Let Him Run Wild”. However, the summer sunshine still shone through
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the recordings and the excitement and
thrill of “California Girls”, “The Girl From
New York City” and “Girl Don’t Tell Me”
buoyed the expectancy and fulfilled the desires of many fans worldwide, with the new
release peaking at Number 2 on the Billboard listings, where only the successive,
combined eﬀorts of the British invasion
(The Beatles and The Rolling Stones) kept
it oﬀ the top spot.

bed on the day of the shoot? Was it at all
imaginable for the five-man Stones to put
out an album without Brian Jones on the
cover? So why was it deemed acceptable to
exclude Alan from the session? He may
not have been part of the Wilson-Love
family axis, and, at that period of the
groups career, he may not have held a particularly high profile in the overall ‘organization’ but, heck … he was still a Beach

"You should have seen Mike diggin’ his own voice when we played back
The Girl From New York City in the studio last week. He was movin' and
groovin' like he used to in the locker room at Dorsey High..."

Brian Wilson

$ Yet, the packaging for the Summer Days
(And Summer Nights!!) release remains one
of the strangest in the entire Beach Boys
catalogue, for the simple reason that the
photograph chosen to adorn the cover
only features four of the five-man group.
For such an important release, issued in
the wake of afore-mentioned British invasion, when Brian was attempting to pull
out all of the stops in order to keep the
group at the top of their profession, to continue on with a photo-shoot when one of
the band members falls ill seems barely
conceivable. Would Brian Epstein have allowed the cover for the new Beatles album
to go ahead if, say, Ringo was tucked up in
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Boy! In the eyes of the buying public and
the groups followers around the globe they
were a five-piece line-up, not four! Concerned fans only had to flip over the cover
to seek an explanation, whereupon with
designated space to oﬀer their own ‘personal’ message each member had the opportunity to oﬀer a few chosen words of
their own, with Alan beginning “Sorry I
missed the boat on the album cover”, but surely
the lack of loyalty aﬀorded him could not
have done his self-esteem too well!
$ In recent years Mike Love has admitted
that they never thought about the packaging or how they were marketed, indicating
that despite Paul McCartney’s concern

over their album covers (particularly with
the 1966 release Pet Sounds) the Californian
quintet/sextet were always more concerned with what was “inside the album
cover”.
$ Ironically, and unknown to many purchasers of the album for a number of years,
when the photograph that was finally used for the cover was
originally taken, there were
actually FIVE Beach Boys
in evidence on that day
after all. However, due
to contractual reasons
with his former employers at Columbia
Records, new recruit
( a n d B r i a n’s b a s s playing touring replacement) Bruce Johnston
wasn’t permitted to appear on the album sleeve,
the first of three such oﬀerings whereupon his face was either ‘blacked’ out or left out of the
photograph completely.
Once more, Kenneth Veeder returned to
the fold to take the album photographs,
joining Brian, Mike, Carl and Dennis, and
accompanied by Bruce (and, as proven by a
series of outtakes, at least three other personnel), aboard a yacht oﬀ the California
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coast, whereupon a number of photographs, some including Bruce, were taken.
The final choice for the album cover featured the four principal Beach Boys gazing
away from the lens, perched towards the
bow of the yacht, basking in the warm sunshine. Indeed, both Mike and Dennis appear perfectly natural to the scene,
native Californians in their natural habitat, whilst big
brother Brian, casually
dressed in polo neck and
white chinos, looks questionably surreal in his
black socks and white
loafers. Carl, meanwhile, sits on the deck
hatch, blending into
his surroundings like a
chameleon, barely noticeable at first glance,
and partly hidden by the
mast, cigarette carefully
held out of view. Seconds later,
another shot is taken, revealing
Brian nervously gripping the ropes tightly,
whilst Carl smiles grimly towards the camera ensuring his cigarette is still held at
arms length and Dennis tosses his long
hair backwards, the warm coastal winds
whipping across his face, before he straddles the rigging and strikes a pose, laid out
horizontally across the sail, meters above

the ocean. Brian’s tendency to highlight his
frailness is then cast aside once more as a
further photographic outtake has him
standing next to the mast, a wonderfully
relaxed smile spreading over his windswept
face, before the next frame captures him
drinking from a bottle of coke. Then, after
further horseplay (including a turn in a motor boat) it was back to shore, back to the
beach on Santa Catalina Island, whereupon Bill Ray, photographer for LIFE
magazine was waiting, capturing the four
musicians, still keeping Bruce out of shot,
standing upon the sands, a weather-beaten
Dennis and Carl still wearing the same
clothes from the boat whilst Brian changes
his top for a thicker, loose-necked buttondown sweater and Mike dons long slacks
and a striped t-shirt…
$ As noted, the rear of the album cover returns to the format instigated the previous

"You know, recording sessions are a lot
of fun. A lot of fun, that is, unless
you've just come off the road from a
three week tour of ten states into the
arms of our leader Brian!"
Al Jardine
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year with All Summer Long, that being… offer the five group members the opportunity
to include a few of their own chosen words
to their fans, a far more ‘personal’ approach, as opposed to the frequent tendency that Capitol used to feature insipid
praise for their homegrown ‘boys’ via unnecessary introductions from Nick Venet
or, say, Dick Clark.

"Let me start by
saying thank you all for your
wonderful support. The new album
is one of the best in our catalog.
Hope you agree"
Carl Wilson

$ Brian, Carl and Mike all appear to have
taken some amount of time over their
choice of words, although Dennis, probably with more worldly thoughts on his
mind, manages little more than a couple of
short, sincere sentences. Indeed, the large
amount of white ‘unused’ area inside DW’s
allocated ‘space’ again indicates the lack of
genuine design-time that Capitol’s art department was prepared to spend on the
project. Brian, in his own words, accompa110

nied with a further relaxing pose from the
‘boat’ sessions, oﬀers us a brief insight into
his thought process, suggesting that even
as he attempts to put pen to paper his
mind is also plugged into the final preparation for the album. Carl, ever the thoughtful Beach Boy, starts by thanking the fans
for their support before his thought pattern seems to randomly switch between
the sessions for the album and the touring

"If there's any time of
the year that's great
for getting to know
and enjoy people, it's
summer, and the
guys will just have to
realize that!"
Mike Love
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schedules, briefly hinting at the pressures
his elder brother was facing. Cousin Mike,
with a picture of his toned, muscular torso
alongside, oﬀers up the most entertaining
read, as perhaps his dry-wit would suggest,
ultimately suggesting the notion that perhaps he was enjoying the many experiences
around the world the most. Sunshine, girls
and having a good time… with a subtle reference that perhaps, just occasionally,
these were far more important to him than
the demands of the record executives, who
expected him to keep to the time schedules.

$ And then we have poor Alan, his features
almost at-odds with the remaining band
members, framed inside a studio photographic session with Veeder, away from the
sea breeze and salt-air that so benefited his
colleagues aboard the boat. “Sorry I missed
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the boat…” he begins, oﬀering the excuse
that he was in bed with a flu bug instead,
before going oﬀ on a complete tangent,
talking about recording sessions. Of note,
this was the second time that Alan had
missed an album cover shoot... but at least
on All Summer Long his picture was added
to the sleeve at a later date…
$ The most interesting fact that comes out
of this group exercise is Brian’s amusing anecdote of how Dennis fell asleep in his
camper outside the studio, instead of recording his required lead vocals inside. Exactly which track was Denny scheduled to
perform this task on? The thoughts of him
performing, maybe, “Girl Don’t Tell Me”
or “You’re So Good To Me” are tantalizing
to say the least. Nevertheless, in order to
oﬀer acknowledgement to the boys indi-

vidual input to the vocal sessions the
obligatory track listing also highlights, for
the first time, credits for the lead vocalists, which is a nice inclusion for the fans
who can now see which one of their favorite group members performs on which
track. Certainly now that both Carl and
Alan were beginning to come to the fore
with regard to vocal duties it made sense,
seeing that it was no longer so clearly
dominated by Mike and Brian, although,
with Dennis absent from the list, and the
featured vocalist on the bizarre “I’m
Bugged At My Ol’ Man” apparently ‘too
embarrassed’ to be labelled (or was it simply Brian taking it too near the mark), the
thought behind this idea didn’t really hit
the spot. Indeed, with the studio session
drummers filling in on most of the actual
backing tracks, and with no lead vocals apparent, one is left to question what involvement actually Dennis had on such an
album (he did supply the drum track to
both "Girl Don't Tell Me" and "Then I
Kissed Her")… although to most Beach
Boys fans of the period, and to the casual
album buyer, Dennis was, and will always
be, the drummer.

$ To finish the package oﬀ Capitol Records cannot miss the opportunity of
the usual sales pitch for previous albums, featuring the covers from five of
the band’s catalogue (albeit a close-up
shot of the All Summer Long cover) along
with, strangely, a revitalized push for
1964’s Shut Down compilation album.

Below: Did Dennis intentionally miss out the
word 'Boys'? Or was that an error on behalf
of the Capitol Art Department?

"We sang our hearts out for this new album and I hope you'll flip out
for it like we did. I want to thank all the loyal Beach fans for their support - and love. We appreciate it all the way..." Dennis Wilson
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LIFE Photography: Bill Ray
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THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN’...

RECORDED “LIVE” AT A BEACH BOYS’ PARTY!

PARTY!
Released on Capitol Records
(DMAS-2398)
November 1st 1965
Produced by Brian Wilson
Highest U.S. Chart Position: 6
Sleeve Photography: Uncredited
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Hully Gully (Smith/Goldsmith)
I Should Have Known Better (Lennon/McCartney)
Tell Me Why (Lennon/McCartney)
Papa-Oom-Mow-Mow (Frazier/White/Harris/Wilson Jr)
Mountain Of Love (Dorman)
You’ve Got To Hide Your Love Away (Lennon/McCartney)
Devoted To You (Bryant)
Alley Oop (Frazier)
There’s No Other (Like My Baby) (Spector/Bates)
I Get Around (Wilson/Love)
Little Deuce Coupe (Wilson/Christian)
The Times They Are A-Changin’ (Dylan)
Barbara Ann (Fassert)
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$

A MILESTONE IN BEACH BOYS’ CIRCLES, but perhaps

not so in the way that Brian and the remainder of the group would have wished for, in that
Beach Boys’ Party!, a stopgap album hastily recorded to please the Capitol executives whilst
Brian worked on his studio masterpiece that was to be the following years’ Pet Sounds album, was the last of The Beach Boys “fun-in-the-sun” releases and subsequently the last
original oﬀering of the 1960’s that would nestle comfortably near the top spot of the Billboard lists. It’s subsequent successor would peak at a comparatively disappointing Number
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Ten spot, whilst the following series of releases, compilations aside, would
make nay a dent in the placings for another decade. How ironic
then that this album was, in reality, a fake from start to finish…
There was no real Beach Boys ‘party’, well, certainly not one that
reached true representation on vinyl, and despite the series of photographs that adorned the cover of the album the selected images bore no connections to the songs featured, despite the
suggested interpretation that they resulted from the same
gathering. The actual recording ‘sessions’ for the album
took place over a number of casual visits to Western Recorders during September 8/14/15/23 whereupon the
group members, including Bruce, plus tour manager
Ron Swallow, session percussionist Hal Blaine and
engineer Chuck Britz undertook the duty of
committing a series of ‘party-alike’ recordings
onto tape accompanied by, at one stage, a
visiting Dean Torrence (who had been in
the studio next door, working on a Jan
& Dean recording but, apparently dissatisfied with what he was hearing,
had walked out, leaving Jan to complete the track alone).
$ Four days after the last of these sessions were completed an additional
gathering was held for the group along
with various wives, girlfriends and acquaintances, predominately to overdub various party ‘sound eﬀects’ and
general chatter. As to whether it was at
this final session that the photographs
that finally adorned the sleeve for the
album were taken remains unknown. In118

Brian, checking out the promotion for
the Party! album
deed, there is little evidence to suggest otherwise, as there has never been any credit
oﬀered for the photographer who can confirm or deny dates. Twenty-five separate
photographs are featured throughout the
elaborate album packaging that accompanied the original vinyl release, some duplicated, some even shown in reverse print,
and yet for the first time on a Beach Boys
album there is not one credit aﬀorded to
the man behind the lens. Kenneth Veeder?
George Jerman? John Engstead? Or were
they, as perhaps the poses suggest, random
snapshots from the watchful eye of a
group insider, out to capture the events as
they naturally unfolded.
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Fifteen of the pictures were featured on
a special perforated insert (see next page), included inside the sleeve, that were intended as a ‘bonus’ for the fans, suitable
wallet-sized prints that one could carry
around to display loyalty to the band, and
of these ten were from the ‘party’ session,
highlighting the individual group members, without Bruce, alongside wives, girlfriends, guitars and potato-chips. The remaining four color snaps were from an outing on the same day that had the group
members, and accompanying friends, enjoying a game of beach volleyball, with similar
shots from the sand also appearing in a collection of prints featured on the rear of
the main cover, whereupon Bruce Johnston makes his debut appearance on an album sleeve, featured in a black pullover,
watching as Brian and Dennis make a valiant attempt to return the volleyball over
the net. Of note, a close study of the various pictures reveals that all six group members were actually playing on the same
team… which leads one to wonder as to
whom the opponents were, if indeed, they
were even there at all!
The expansive gatefold sleeve continues the impressive theme that Capitol saw
fit to outlay on the boys first ‘live’ oﬀering
the previous year (clearly, Capitol were employing the same philosophy that the
Party! LP was considered of a ‘live’ nature,

such was the “Recorded Live” subheading).
The front of the sleeve was of a bright, almost garish shade of orange that carried
separate pictures of Mike, Carl and Dennis, cropping out the faces of those surrounding them, whilst Brian and Alan were
framed accompanied by their wives, Marilyn and Lynda, respectively. In fact, such
is Marilyn’s prominence on the front cover
that one wonders as to whether Brian was
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finally taking a keen interest in the overall
presentation of his music.
With a tantalizing plug for the ‘free fan
photos inside’ also prominent on the cover
the only real disappointment is with the basic ‘block’ style of text that is used and the
rather unnecessary and heavy black border
that runs along the bottom. However, that
pales into insignificance once the gatefold
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is opened up to reveal an enormous picture of (dramatic pause)... a bottle of orange juice, two straws, and a party
streamer, framed against a huge expanse of
white nothingness. It was almost oﬀering
up the suggestion of pure commercial sponsorship, with the only thing missing being
the advertising logo of those responsible,
whilst either side of this monstrous exam-

tug of war, literally, with the hair of road
manager Ron Swallow, who notoriously
lost the keys to the studio whilst sessions
for the Party! album were ongoing.

ple of Capitol’s ability to miss the opportunities two collections of a further five
‘party’ pictures highlight the group members in relaxed mode, with only Mike making a lone appearance in one photograph.
Dennis and his first wife, Carol, oﬀer up
perhaps the nicest of the frames, cheek to
cheek, both hanging upside down, wide
smiles stretching over their youthful faces,
whilst another snap sees Dennis having a

bottle in hand, leaning on
the shoulder of Bruce,
who has his faced blackened out this time. Obviously Columbia Records
were paying little attention to the rear of the album sleeves, and whilst
Ca p i to l s e e m i n g l y b elieved it was fine for their
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$ Strangely, despite Bruce making his somewhat small debut appearance on the rear
sleeve, pictured on the beach, another shot
on the rear of the cover, shows Brian, beer

competing record labels to approve of
their ‘boy’ showing oﬀ his sporting skills,
apparently not so when it came to his musical and partying prowess! However, in order to redress the balance the ‘untampered’ photograph, featuring Bruce
playing a guitar whilst Brian and Dennis
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watch over his shoulder, does happily circulate freely these days, as does a close-up of
another of the partygoers, Beach Boy
brother and cousin, Stephen Love, also in
attendance. As for the various young ladies
scattered around, excepting Marilyn,
Lynda and Carol, the only other familiar
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A number of other songs
were taped during these
PARTY ! se s s io n s, and
those which failed to
make the final release, include:
• Ruby Baby
• Satisfaction
• Blowin' In The Wind
• Ticket To Ride
• Riot In Cell Block #9
• One Kiss Led To Another
• The Diary
• Long Tall Sally
• Smokey Joe's Cafe
• California Girls
• Hang On Sloopy
• She Belongs To Me

face is that of Marilyn’s close friend, Sherri, who is seated directly behind Carl during the group pictures. According to
Marilyn herself, in conversation with this author, the remaining faces were more than likely ‘just acquaintances of Michael…”
During the photo-shoot for the 'Party' LP, one of the LPs they are listening to on the record player is the February ‘65 Liberty Records release by
Jan & Dean, titled ‘Command Performance’. The sleeve is just visible between the two girls on the left, although a Capitol album (maybe the Beatles, or even the boys themselves) is currently on the turntable.
Featured songs on the Liberty release include covers of "Little Honda"
and "I Get Around", as well as a version of the Beatles "I Should Have
Known Better" which ultimately appeared on the ‘Beach Boys Party!’ LP
as well...
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A 2015 release, forty
years after the recordings we re made, s aw
these finally issued to a
waiting world...
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OOK OUT FOR PART TWO... LOOK OUT FOR PART TWO... LOOK OUT FOR PART TWO... LOOK
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